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Abstract

This study examined the relationship between

family functioning and the psychosocial development of

undergraduate students. It also examined gender

differences in psychosocial- development. Subjects were

recruited from undergraduate cl-asses at the University

of Manitoba. FamiIy functioning was assessed by the

Famity Environment Sca1e and the Family Hardiness

fndex. Psychosocial Development was assessed by the

Measures of Psychosocial Development. As predicted,

perceptions of healthier family functioning predicted

better psychosocial development for both mal-es and

females. Femal-es and males differed, however, on the

following dimensions of psychosocial development:

Intimacy, Isolation, Autonomy, Shame and Doubt,

Generativity, and Stagnation with males more closely

fol-Iowing the developmental- sequence proposed by Erik

Erikson. These findings suggest that Erikson's theory

of psychosocial development is a better model- of male

development than it is of femal-e development.

l_aJ_
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Family Functioning
1

fntroduction

The importance of the relationshi¡i between early

family experiences and subsequent personaÌity

functioning in adulthood is an explicit component of

most comprehensive theories of personality development

(e.9., Freud, Horney, Adler, AIJ-port, Cattrell)

(Phares, 1991). The research literature supporting

this assumption, however, is relatively recent.

Psychosocial development, as postulated by Erikson,

holds as a basic tenet that early experiences affect

current and future development. This study proposes to

examine the strength and quality of the rel-ationship

between family functioning and psychosocial development

in young adults.

For adolescents and children, the fanily has

traditional-ly been recognized as the primary

socializing agent. The family transmits the culture's

values as wel-l as the family's more individual

perspectives concerning issues such as the importance

of work and education, religion, relationships, and

sexual- mores. From the family, children also develop

bel-iefs about themsel-ves and others and learn how to

rel-ate interpersonally (Forisha-Kovach, 1983) .
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This study reviews the current literature rel-ated

to family functioning and personality deveJ-opment in

university students. It focuses specifically on those

family characteristics that have previously been found

to be most pertinent to psychosocial- development. The

study investigates the relationship between these

family functioning variables and the students' general

IeveI of psychosocial- deveJ-opment. It also examines

subjects' accomplishment of specific psychosocial tasks

to determine whether there are gender differences in

the achievement of these tasks. The finding of

differences would lend support to the suggestion that

Erikson's theory better describes the psychosocial

development of mal-es than that of females (Forisha-

Kovach, 1983; GilIigan, L9B2) .

FamiIy Functioning

Tn cl-inical literature and practice, therapists

working from a psychodynamic perspective conceptualize

an individual's present difficulties as relating to

their early experiences. In therapy, themes that tend

to re-emerge as problematic for'the client are viewed

as reflecting unresolved issues from the past. The

therapeutic work, then, involves making these themes
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explicit and addressing the underlying issues.

Many famiJ-y therapists gain perspective about the

genesis of a family's present functioning by learning

about the functioning of the parents' fanilies-of-
origin. Problems experienced by children in a family

are seen as related to the functioning of the entire
family. They are also related to characteristics of

the family such as the attitudes and behaviours of the

parents and other family members.

At the societal- Ievel, there have been significant
changes in family structure in the past few decades.

These include an increase in the divorce rate and a

concomitant increase in the number of single-parent

families, for example" In the social sciences there

has been increased study of the impact of these changes

on families. This interest has in turn led researchers

to pay greater attention to the psychological processes

which take place in families and to the level of

psychological health of individual- members (Forisha-

Kovach/ l-983).

Family Systems Theory

Family Systems Theory postulates that the family,

as a unit, is an open, interactive system in which
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individual- members affect and are affected by the other

members (von Bertalanffy, 1968; Barker/ 1986).

Bradshaw (1990) offers the analogy that a family is
like a mobile, with each family member corresponding to

a piece of the suspended whole. A shift in one of

these pieces activates the others and results in

movement of aII. This motion diminishes over time and

ceases as the mobile regains its resting state. In

famiJ-y systems nomencl-ature, this resting state (in

which a famiJ-y is most comfortable) is referred to as a

state of homeostasis, or "steady state." Families

attempt to diminish disequiJ-ibrium, or stress created

by changes in the system, by utilizing family rules or

other forms of habitual behaviour to regain the steady

state "

Conceptualizing the family as an interactive unit,

as opposed to a group of individuals, began in the

1950's with the work of John BeII, Murray Bowen, Nathan

Ackerman, Theodore Lidz, Lyman Wynne, Carl Whitaker and

the PaIo Alto Group: Gregory Bateson, Jay Haley, John

Weakland, Don Jackson, and Virginia Satir (Broderick &

Schrader, 1981-). A consequence of this shift,

clinically, \^¡as that family members l¡/ere no longer
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treated in isolation f rom each other. Not only \¡/ere

formerly individually treated patients often seen

within the contexts of their families, but farnilies

rather than individuals were seen as the units of

pathology or heal-th (Barnhill, L979) "

Since the beginnings of family therapy, many

researchers and clinicians have attempted to identify
the rules by which famil-ies are governed. They have

also studied what differentiates healthy or optimaJ-

family functioning from dysfunctional family

functioning. Further, they have studied \^/ays of

promoting change in families.
BarnhiÌI ( 1979 ) presents a comprehensive framework

of family functioning which draws from many famiJ-y

theories. He delineates four types of family processes

that, when taken together, determine family

functioning. The first, Identity Processes, contains

two dimensions: índividuat.íon vs" enmeshmenÈ and

mut,ualít,y vs" ísolat,íon. Individuation is the process

through which family members are permitted to develop

independence of thought, feeling and action. It

involves the development of autonomy, identity and

appropriate personal boundaries. Enmeshment, in
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contrast, refers to a lack of appropriate separateness

between f amily members. Dif f erences between mem.bers

are perceived as threatening and are discouraged.

Members of enmeshed families have difficulty deveJ-oping

individual identities and tend to define themselves in
relation to others. Mutuality occurs when fam5-ly

members experience a sense of intimacy, joining and

closeness with each other. Isolation is the experience

of being disengaged or alienated. from other members.

Isolation can occur when family members are enmeshed

and unable to reveal their individuality to others

members and mutuality therefore, is not possible. It
may also occur when members are rigidly disengaged from

each other (BarnhiII, L979; Skynner, 1981).

The second area, Change Processes, consists of two

dimensj-ons, flexíbílåty vs. rígídíty and sËabiliüy vs.

dísorganlzat,ion. Flexible families have the capacity

to appropriately respond to changes within the famiJ-y -
in relation to the changing needs of the children, for

example - as well- as to circumstances that impinge upon

the family from the outside, such as unemployment,

injury' or other sources of external stress. In

contrast, ri-gid families have greater difficulty
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adapting to both internal- and external- change and may,

i-nstead, continue to repeat unsuccessful/ or no Ionger

appropriate, responses even in the face of corrective

f eedback ( BarnhiJ-1, 197 9 ) .

Stability is evident in a famiJ-y when there is
predictability in daily functioning, when members feel
secure and when adult members take responsibility for
the operation of the family. Disorganization, in
contrast, is evidenced by a lack of consistency and

predictability in the family's functioning, by chaos,

and by the failure of the adult members to assume

responsibility for the stable operation of the fanily
(BarnhiJ-I, 7979).

The third type of process addresses the family's
Information Processes " It includes the following

dimensions: clear vs" unclear percept,íon and clear vs"

unclear communåcat,ion. Clear vs. uncl-ear perception

refers to the degree to which family members perceive

shared events in a consensual way, Cl-ear vs. unclear

communication refers to the degree to which family

members relate directly and openly to each other.

Unclear communication consists of vague or confusing

exchanges, behaviour that contradicts the verbal
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message expressed, or communication that is routed from

one family member to another through a third (or more)

(Barnhi1l, 1979; Skynner, 1981).

The fourth area concerns Role Structures within

the family. Families may have role reciprocít,y or

unclear roles and role conflíct,. In families where

there is role reciprocity, there are clearly defined

functions, particularly for the adul-ts in the family,

that compJ-ement each other and promote the successful

operation of the family system. In families with

unclear roIes, there is confusion and subsequent

conflict over members' responsibilities (Barnhill,

L979).

Further role structures are seen in the family's
response to generat,íonal boundarÍes. In famil-ies with

cl-ear generational boundaries, adult members of one

generation are closely allied with each other. While

they experience strong emotional connection with

members of other generations, such as their chiJ-dren,

they neither act like the children in the family, nor

do they attempt to place the children in a

parenting/adult role" The adult members also serve as

the executive heads of the family. In famil-ies with
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uncfear or breached generational boundaries there are

typically aJ-Iiances between members of different
generations. For example/ one parent may ally with a

child against the other parent or against another child

in the family. Father-daughter incest is indicative of

breached generational boundaries (Koverola & Battle,

L992; Barnhill, 1979; Skynner, 1981).

In addition to demonstrating these characteristics

Skynner (1981) reported that optimal or healthy

families evinced a predominantly affiliative attitude
toward human encounters rather than distrust or

withdrawal. These families were also characterized by

high spontaneous interaction between family members and

high levels of initiative rather than passivity.

Other researchers, such as Barker (1986) agree

that the quality of the marital subsystem and the

degree to which appropriate generational boundaries

between chil-dren and parents in a family are maintained

are important determinants of a family's functioning.

In sunìmary then, the characteristics that these

researchers seem to agree are most central to healthy

family functioning are: emotional closeness between

members, encouragement of individuation, flexibility
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and stability, clearly defined roles, clear and open

communication, and appropriate generational_ boundaries.

The qualíty of the parent-chiId relationship is
al-so a family system variable that affects the

adjustment of family members and is one that has most

frequently been empirical-Iy studied. Early research

has established for exampJ-e, that overprotective and

infantilizing parents tend to have overanxious children

(Jenkins, 1968). Parents whose primary concern is
limited to ensuring behavioural compliance and rule-
foll-owing tend to have chil-dren with lower achievement

motivation and l-ower self-esteem (Coopersnj-th I L967).

Overindulgent parents tend to have children who are

impatient, demanding, aggressive and have poor

frustration tol-erance (Baumrind, 1975). Parental use

of physical discipline (Patterson, 1979 ) or highJ-y

inconsistent discipline in response to aggressive

behaviour (Deur & Parke I I970) Ieads to j-ncreased

aggressiveness in children. Thoughtful, consistent and

real-istic discipline, on the other hand, is helpful in
generating a sense of competence in the child
(Baumrind, 1975 ) .

Of particul-ar relevance to the present study is
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the recent increase in research examining family
practices that infl-uence adolescents' and young adults'
personality development. From an extensive review of
the literature, Forisha-Kovach (1983) concludes that
tranquil, harmonious homes in which parents function as

the executive heads while providing sufficient warmth

to their children, tend to produce conventional, weIl-
adjusted individuals. Families in which there is
sustained conflict created by too much parental power

or too little l-ove t ot sustained negJ_ect created by too

littIe of both, produce poorly-adjusted,

psychologically disturbed individuals. parents who

promote optimal functioning in their offspring \Mere

found to a) wield an appropriate amount of power in
combination with sufficient love; b) not suppress

individual differences between family members and; c )

al-low their children opportunities to resolve their own

difficulties.

Family functioning variabl-es such as child rearing
methods / parent characteristics and family envi-ronment

factors have been found to influence specific aspects

of adolescents' development such as level of self-
esteem (Buri I I9B9), autonomy (Paradeck & Paradeck,
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1990), individuation (BartIe & Anderson, 1992)l

identity (Arnold, 7992; Bradley & Marcia I 1992) | ego

development (Leaper et al., 1989), psychological weIl-

being and attributional style (Tiggemann, Winefield,

Goldney, & Winefield, 1992) "

Much of the research concerning families with

adol-escents has focused on the manner in which parents

attempt to control- their children. Becker (l-964)

divided the strategies into two categories: love

oriented and power assertive. The love oriented style,

which involves praising the youth and using reasoning,

is more conducive to adolescents' feeling responsible

for their actions than is the power assertive styÌe.

Other researchers have reported similar findings.

Peterson, Rollins & Thomas (1985) found that this type

of parenting leads to the deveJ-opment of individualism

in adolescence while parental coercion leads to

compliance. Kelly & Goodman (1983) found that a

democratic styJ-e of parenting encourages the

development of autonomy while an autocratic approach

results in conformity to parental expectations when the

parents are present.

Baumrind (L978) in the now classic research on
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parental control and the development of adol-escent

autonomy, suggested that there are three types of

parenting styles that produce differing results. In

the authoritarian style, a parent values obedience and

restricts the adolescent's autonomy. In the permissive

style/ a parent provides little structure and a great

deal- of freedom. In the authoritative style, a parent

attempts to direct the youth's activities rationally,

in relation to particular issues. The latter style has

been found to be the most effective for promoting

social- responsibility and independence in the

adolescent. This research further indicates that a

l-ove oriented approach in conjunction with an

authoritative "democratic" parenting styJ-e best

promotes adol-escent autonomy (Paradeck t Paradeck,

19e0 ) .

Other important aspects of family functioning that

have been empirically addressed and which will be

further investigated i-n the present study are: family

environment and family hardiness.

Famil-v Environment

Moos & Moos (L976/1989) use the term family

environment to denote multidimensional- systemic
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interaction within a famiJ-y. This interaction invol-ves

( 1 ) the social support family members provide to each

other, (2) the goals and directions of personal growth

emphasized in the famiÌy, and (3) the family's system

maintenance and organizational- characteristics.
Family environment, or family cl-imate, appears to

play an important roÌe in explaining children's and

adolescent's adjustment and social relationships.

Social support provided by the family during childhood

has been found to be related to subjects' current

social- interactions (Sarason, Sarason, & Shearin, 1986)

and to have special importance during periods of stress

(Dunst, Trivette, & Cross, 1986). Families in which

the environment is characterized by cohesion, warmth,

and support of individual members have al-so been found

to buffer their children from the negative effects of

stressful Iife events (B1ock, 1985; Garmezy, 1985).

There is also developing ernpirical support for the

view that impaired famiJ-y environment is associated

with sexual abuse status when adult survivors are

compared to non-abused controls (Harter, Alexander, &

Neimeyer, 19BB; Sexton, Hulsey, HarraJ-son, & Nash,

1989). Battle and col-l-eagues (1992) studied the family
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environments of 56 intrafamilially-abused, 91

extrafamilially-abused and 380 non-abused female

university students. They found that the abused groups

reported significantly less family cohesion and

significantly more conflict than did the non-abused

group. They also found that the intrafamilially-abused
group reported significantJ-y less family expressiveness

and significantly more control- than did the

extrafamilially-abused and non-abused groups.

FamiIy Hardiness

FamiIy stress theory examines how some families

can successfully negotiate transitions and cope with

life's hardships whil-e other famil-ies, faced with

simil-ar chaIJ-enges, are overwhelmed. This theory

outlines the ways in which some types of families can

buffer the effects of stressful life events and promote

family adaptation (McCubbin & McCubbin , L9B7 ) .

From their research on family transitions, crises,

and adaptations McCubbin & Mccubbin ( 1987 ) have

proposed four fundamental- assumptions about farnily

life: The first assumption is that families face

hardships and changes as a natural- and predictable part

of life. The second assumption is that families
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develop basic strengths and capabilities designed to

foster the growth and development of their members and

the family unit as a whole. These strengths and

capabilities also protect famil-ies from major

disruption in the face of normative family transitions

and changes. The third assumption is that famili-es

deveJ-op unique strengths and capabilities to protect

them from unexpected or non-normative stressors and to

foster the family's adaptation following a famiJ-y

crisis, major transition or changie. The fourth

assumption is that families benefit from and contribute

to the network of relationships and resources in the

community, particularly during periods of family stress

and crisis.
One important family characteristic McCubbin &

McCubbin (1987) have studied is Family Hardiness, or a

famiJ-y's internal- strengths and durability. This

characteristic reflects the family's sense of control

over Iife events, their sense of the meaningfulness of

Iife, their involvement in activities and their

commitment to experiencing new and challenging life

events. Families who are hardy have a sense of

purpose, feeÌ that l-ife is meaningful, feel in control
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and empowered in the face of life stress, and are

active participants in Iife (McCubbin & Thompson,

19Bt ) .

Psychosocial Development

Erik Erikson (1902-7994) proposed a life-span
model of human development that, while rooted in
psychoanalytic theory, is more optimistic than is
cl-assical psychoanalytic theory and extends the theory

in important ways. Basic psychoanalytic theory

stresses determinism, the belief that all human

behaviour is driven by biological forces over which the

individual has little control. It also stresses the

central importance of unconscious conflicts in
personality development. Erikson shared Freud's belief
in the importance of the unconscious aspects of ego

functioning. However, he placed greater emphasis on

the more conscious role of the ego. In Erikson's view,

the ego synthesizes an individual's unique experiences

to make sense of the world, to sustain effective,
consistent performance and to cope with anxiety and

conflict. Another critical diffèrence is that Erikson

made explicit the social dimension of development that

Freud only implied (McAdams, L990; Engler, 1991).
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Specif icaJ-J-y, Erikson stressed the importance of an

individual-'s "developmental history within the famiJ-y

and the particular societal, cultural, and historical

ethos which shapes (and can be shaped by) the

individual person" (McAdams, 1990, p. 381).

Erikson believed that an individual's personality

development is influenced by the interpersonal-social--

cultural-historical environment within which it occurs.

While he did not refute the importance of the

psychosexual dimensions of human development, Erikson

viewed the stages of the life cycle as more

psychosocial in nature, "the result of repeated

transactions between the individual and society"

(McAdams, p. 381). Thus, development was seen by

Erikson in psychosocial terms, not in terms of

transformations of the libido as proposed by Freud.

(McAdams, 1990).

Erikson's psychosocial approach focuses on the

deveJ-opment of the ego as an individual interacts with

the ever-widening concentrj-c domaj-ns of the family,

community, and society. Personality is thought to

develop throughout l-ife as the result of the

interaction between three realms: ( 1 ) irreversible
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inner laws of development, (2) cultural inf l-uences that
dictate socially desirable rates of development and

selectively favour particular aspects of development at

the expense of others, and ( 3 ) the unique way in which

the individual responds to society's demands (McAdams /

19e0 ) .

During each of eight stages, from infancy to late
adulthood, the individual is physi-calIy, emotionally,

and cognitiveJ-y challenged by particular tasks as

specific psychosocial issues become important. How

these issues are addressed by the individual and/or

signS-ficant others in the individual's life at this
time will influence the person's future development.

Each psychosocial issue was conceived by Erikson

as a dichotomy between two alternative attitudes

associated, in their extremes, with healthy and

unheal-thy development. The resolution of each stage

results in the emergence of a "basic strength or ego

quality from hope to wisdom" (Erikson, 1982, p" B0)

that enables the ego to continue to develop (Engler,

1991). Mental health will result when, on the average,

development of positive attitudes (basic trust to

integrity) outweighs developnent of negative attitudes
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(basic mistrust to despair). Vlhere the converse

occurs/ a core pathology will develop (Erikson, L982).

In Erikson's formulation individuals encounter the

eight life stages in a fixed order. Each individuat
has their own timetable however, that is affected by

idiosyncratic factors and cultural determinants.

During each stage a particular developmental issue is
"in ascendancy" (Erikson, 1959 /1980 ) or particularly
important. How this issue is addressed and resol-ved

has implications for the resolution potential of

subsequent issues because each stage builds upon those

previous to it. Erikson (1959/1980) borrowed the

"epigenesis principle" from embryoj-ogy to describe this
process. The epigenesís principle states:

anything that grows has a ground plan, and

out of this ground pÌan the parts arise, each

part having its time of special ascendancy,

until aII parts have risen to form a

functioning whole (p. 53)"

In this wây, from the beginning of the life cycle, the

individual contains the rudimentary origins of each of

the eight psychosocial- stages of development. Ìt is
only during the "critical period" of a particul-ar
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stage, however, that the individual is best equipped to

address and resolve the issue in question.

Figure 1 illustrates the way in which the stages

progress horizontally through tine. They also progress

diagonally such that each successive stage has roots

in, and buil-ds oD, all previous ones. In this \¡/ay, each

stage exists in some form before its critical time

arrives and in the less developed "earlier versions" of

the present stage (Erikson, 1959/1980; L9B2).

FoIlowing its period of ascendancy, each ego strength

or virtue will develop further, although it will be

subordinant to those that are subsequently in

ascendancy. Ultimately, "the whole ensembl-e depends on

the proper development in the proper sequence of each

item" (Erikson, 1982, p. 29) "
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In this model, difficulties resolving a stage

issue can represent specific situational probÌems

concerning the present task and/or an exacerbation of

earlier f ailures ( unsuccessf ul- resol_utions ) arising
from previous stages. As well, each crisis or conflict
is never completely resolved, but during its period of

ascendancy becomes most pronounced. For example,

although the crisis of Identity versus Rol_e Confusion

is most pronounced during adolescence, a re-definition
of one's ego-identity is also likely as one makes

significant role changes in life: from student to
worker or through marriage, divorce, parenthood t

unemployment, serious iJ-Iness, retirement or widowhood.

Difficulties resolving identity issues in adolescence

may be rel-ated to existing situational factors and/or

to less than optimal resolution of previous stage

issues (such as trust versus mistrust). Failure to
resol-ve previous stage issues does not preclude the

possibility of developing a firm sense of identity in
adolescence. Nor does it preclude the possibiJ_ity of

being reworked Iater in subsequent re-definitions of

ego identity, but it can hamper resolution of the

present developmental- task.
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In Erikson's terminology, "crisis" denotes

"decisive turning points where integrative development

is mandatory" (L959/7980, p. 51) rather than a period

of emotional emergency. "Versus" refers to the tension

that exists on the continuum between the positive and

negative poles of each developmental dimension. It
also connotes the tension that Erikson believed

continually drives the individual toward further
development (Erikson I 1959/L980 p. 5L).

In the descriptions of the eight stages that

follow I have departed from the use of gender neutral

wording for the sake of clarity and simplicity. I have

al-ternated subject gender from one stage to the next

but I wish to remind the reader that in Erikson's view

each stage describes both mal-e and f emal-e development.

The "Eigrht Stages of Man"

Stage One: Basic Trust versus Basic Mistrust.

During infancy, Erikson's first stage in the human life
cycIe, the central developmental- issue is achievement

of an inner sense of trust in onesel-f and others. This

sense of trust is at the core of future development and

is, according to Erikson "the cornerstone of heaJ-thy

personal-ity" ( 1959 /1980 , p" 5B ) " Basic Trust develops
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as the infant's needs are accurately read and

adequately met consistently and predictably by a

careprovider. Within this global sense of trust,
specific trust in particular others develops. A

generalized trust subsequentty develops if the infant
senses that the world and the people in it are good and

well meaning.

From this basic (or general-ly unconscious) sense

of trust a "generally calm, relaxed, optimistic, and

generous attitude" deveJ-ops (HawJ-ey, L9B4 p. 247). The

individual deveJ-ops a belief in herself as one who can

successfully interact with the environment. She also

develops the belief that the satisfaction of her needs

and wants is sufficiently predictabl-e that she can

delay gratification. This wilI later develop into the

ability to exert energy toward future satisfaction and

goal attainment. It will also develop into trust that
there is enough -love, food, care and so oflr that one

can give to others and receive from them as well_

(Erikson , 1959 /L980; Hawley , L984) .

Arising from this sense of basic trust is al-so an

openness and receptivity to the world and to new ideas.

The trusting infant has devel-oped a prerequisite for
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the healthy resorution of future development.ar issues

and for developing confidence, optimism and a sense of
security. As Erikson uneguivocally stated: ,,The f irm

resol-ution of enduring patterns for the balance of
basic trust over basic mistrust is the first task in
the budding personality" (1959/i-980, p. 65). If future
events cause her faith in certain others to be

violated, this basic sense of trust wiII help her

recover and remain able to reach out to others again.

Inadequate or unpredictable care giving during

infancy can result in the infant's developing an

overriding feeling of mistrust and pessimism. If the

infant experiences her world as inconsistent,

stressful, painfult or unpredictabl_e, Erikson,s theory

postulates that she may concl_ude that others are

untrustworthy and that her needs wil-l not be met.

Further, she may believe that the world is frightening
and potentially dangerous. She may also begin to
expect that as she goes through life she will
experience similar kinds of interactions with others.

This may lead to a vigilant hypersensitivity to hurt by

others and to the expectation that positive experiences

will not persist, or at least are undependable. The
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infant may also begin to lose faith in her own ability
to cope with life. She learns through repeated delay

or irregularity in need satisfaction that deJ-aying

gratification is not in her best interests and this
l-eads, Iater, to the inability to delay gratification
and to work toward future goals (Erikson 1959 /1,980;

Hawley, I9B4).

The rnistrusting infant will_ go on to the next

developmental stages hampered by.these experiences and

her abilit.y to achieve healthy resolution of future
developmental tasks wiII be compromised. WhiIe the

opportunity to develop basic trust at its ,,critical-

period" has been lost, future experiences with
trustworthy others may offset the del-eterious effects.

A healthy resolution of the Basic Trust vs. Basic

Mistrust crisis is evident in the individual who has a

general-ly optimistic view of the world. This view is
rooted in reality however, and the individual is
appropriately mistrustful- when the situation warrants

it. It is also evident in the individual who has

developed what Erikson defined as the human strength or

ego quality "Hope." This is the conviction that one's

wishes can ultimately be satisfied despite experiences
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of disappointment and fail-ure (Erikson I I7BZ; Engler,

1e91).

Stage Two: Autonomv versus Shame and Doubt. The

issue at the second stage of life is between becoming

an "autonomous, creative individual- (or) a dependent,

inhibited individual- fill-ed with sel-f-doubt,, (Muuss,

7975, p. 57). From the age of approximately 18 months

to 3I/2 years, the chiÌd who is deveJ_oping a healthy

sense of autonomy is beginning to experience ,,sel_f

control without loss of self-esteem" (Erikson

1959 /7980 | p" 70) . The child can explore on his own

and has the physical and cognitive capabilities to
cause events to occur through his own volition. He

feels pride in these accompJ-ishments, a sense of

personal por^/er, and a sense of self-will_ as he becomes

able to make some of his own decisions. Consequentl_y,

he experiences a sense of control over some aspects of

his life. The attitudes toward autonomy that are

developed during this stage become the precursors of

the individual's comfort in making his own decisions

even when others disagree with these choices. They are

al-so the precursors to his feeling independent and free

to be who he is, neither controll-ing nor being
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control-Ied by others. This rudimentary form of t.he

will to be oneself, in terms of future development, is
a necessary precursor for the development of ego-

identity during adolescence. Erikson stated: "there

are clinical reasons to believe that the adolescent

turning a\¡/ay from the whole childhood milieu in many

ways repeats this first emancipation" (1968, p. IL ;

Hawley I 1984) .

If early attempts at self-sufficiency continually
fait and/or are punished, shame and doubt will develop.

Shame \Mas meant by Erikson to convey the sense that the

child has "exposed himsel-f prematurely and foolishly
(whiIe) doubt is secondary mistrust" (l-959 /IgBO p. 7i.).

In this state an individual harbours "a sense of being

easily exposed as inadequate and . a wish to hide

from others, to cover up one's despicability and

worthlessness " ( HawIey, 1-984, p. 247 ) , The individual
may become self-conscious and apologetic, easiJ-y

embarrassed or ashamed, doubtful of his abilities,
plans, and actions and too compliant. He may become

excessively reliant on the opinions and decisions of

others, experience constant uncertainty and have great

difficulty making decisions. A1ternately, he may
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become defiant, mistaking defiance for autonomy, and

overcompensate for his feelings of uncertainty. For

example, when he does make a decision, the individual
feeling shame and doubt may stubbornly cling to his
point of view rather than remain open to re-evaluating
his position in response to new or different
information. He may tend to do so because so much of
himsel-f seems to be at stake. Difficul-ties at this
stage result in a general inability to be oneself. Not

surprisingly, the identity crisis in adolescence

revives unresolved autonomy issues that originate in
this stage (Eriksont 1959/1.980; Hawley, 1984).

To ill-ustrate the dynamic interplay that occurs

between the stages, both the basically trusting and the

basically mistrusting infant may develop shame and

doubt no\¡/ as toddl-ers, due to their parents ' dif f iculty
tol-erating their budding autonomy. The trusting
toddler, however, is less affected because he has

already developed a rudimentary sense of trust in
himself and an optimistic outlook on tife. The

mistrusting'toddler, in contrast, has had his negative

view of hÌmself and the world reinforced as his

movement towards individuation is thwarted. These
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negative effects wirl continue to compound themsel-ves

at successive stages if there continue to be obstacles

to successful resol-ution of the developmentar issues or

there are no opportunities to re-work earlier issues.

This dynamic interplay is also evident

intergenerational-ly when parents have difficulty
meeting their children's developmental- needs at
particular stages due to their own unresolved issues at
that stage. These parents may, however, support the

chil-d' s deveJ-opment more readiJ_y at other stages . This

intergenerational effect is made explicit by Erikson

( 1959 /7980) when he states:

the kind and degree of a sense of autonomy which

parents are able to grant their small children
depends on the dignity and the sense of personal

independence which they derive from their own

Iives. Again, just as the sense of trust is a

reflection of the parents' sturdy and realistic
faith¡ so is the sense of autonomy a refl_ection of

the parents' dignity as individuals (p. 75) "

A healthy resolution of the Autonomy vs. Shame and

Doubt issue is evident in individual_s who have a

realistic appreciation of their strengths and
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weaknesses. These individuals can ,, Ij_ve and let liver,'
and do not generally become defensive when others

disagree with them. They are individuals who have

developed the ego quality "VüiIl-"/ which in Erikson's

theory is the maturation of both free witl_ and self-
restraint. This forms the basis of one's subsequent

acceptance of societal_ law (Erikson I IgB2; Engler,

1ee1).

Staqe Three: Initiative versus Guilt. During the

third stage of life, between the ages of approximatel_y

3 L/2 and 6 years, the pre-schooler is enlarging her

radius of movement and learning more about how the

world around her operates. She has an exuberant

curiosity, more highly developed language skills and an

expanded imagination. She also has a great deaÌ of

energy that she uses as she actively explores her

environment. If her self-initiated activities are

encouraged and esteemed and if she feels her efforts
are effective, she begins to develop a strong sense of
initiative. rnitiative is defined by Hawley (1984) as

"evidence of ambition, energetic drive in pursuit of

accomplishment, a tendency to solve problems by

planning and attacking, adventuresomenessr and a
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tireless 'go-getting' quality" (p. 248). The attitudes
toward initiative that are developed during this stage

become the precursors of the drive toward excell_ence in
academic and work-related pursuits. They also form the

basis for developing confidence to take risks and

attempt new endeavours.

If the child's explorations, activities and

projects are met with cr5-ticism, resistance, ridicul_e

or punishment, the child l-earns to feel guilt about

being creative, ambitious, and self-directed. If the

chil-d's curiosity in taking things apart to see how

they work is interpreted as destructiveness or if her

stream of "why?" questions is interpreted as rudeness,

then she may be made to feel guilty about her actions.
Likewise, if her whole-hearted determination in
competitive play is interpreted as aggressiveness, then

her initiative may wane. If she is severely

reprimanded or punished for showing curiosity and

initiative, she may become immobilized by guilt,
inhibited by fear and increasingly dependent on adults

for direction. She may then hesitate to try new things,

procrastinate, and fear censure. She may have greater

difficulty in adolescence as she is called upon to try
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out new roles and to move further av/ay from important

adults in her Iife (HawJ-ey., 1984, Muuss, 1975).

A healthy resolution of the Initiative vs. Guilt
issue is evident in individuals who are creative

problem-sol-vers. These individual-s take an active role
in confronting difficulties and have a "high and yet

real-istic sense of ambition and independence" (Erikson,

1959/1980 p. 78). They may feel guilt about particular
issues at certain times, but are not constricted by

these feelings and are not inhibited. These

individuals have developed the ego quality "Purpose"

which Engler (1991) defines as:

a view of the future giving direction and focus to

our mutual efforts. Purposefulness slowly enabl_es

one to develop a sense of reality that is defined

by what is attainable and is not afraid of guilt.

or punishment (p. 178).

SLaqe Four: Industrv versus Inferioritv. During the

earJ-y school- years, chiJ-dren develop many new skil1s
and competencies that enrich their sense of themselves.

During this period, sometimes called "the

apprenticeship of lifer " the child must learn to win

approval and recognition. He gains feeJ-ings of success
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by producing things, by doing this well- and by bringing
tasks to completion. If he experiences success in
these endeavours, the child develops an active
orientation toward work and these enterprises become a

source of pleasure and recognition. He also deveJ-ops

confidence in his ability to achieve, becomes

persistent in his efforts to complete tasks

successfulJ-y, and deveJ-ops a sense of mastery. The

child begins to see himself as useful- to others and as

one who is abl-e to accomplish useful- things. He is
interested in J-earning and new skills are eagerly

acquired, practised, and valued. During this period,

through participation in activities with age mates, the

child also l-earns about cooperation, the rul_es of fair
play, and the importance of teamwork. The attitudes
towards purposeful activity that are developed during

this stage become the precursors to investing in one's

work or career and deriving pride and satisfaction from

one's efforts, perseverance and accomplishments

(Erikson/ 1959/7980¡ l9B2; Hawleyt L984)"

If the child does not experience success in his

endeavours or recognition for work lq¡elI done, he may

question his abiJ-ities, l-ose his industriousness and
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begin to feel useless. The feelings of inferiority
that subsequently deveJ_op are described by Hawley

(1984) as "a despairing of one's skill_s and abilities,
leading to a sense of being unable to be like others,

of being doomed to mediocrity, and of an overwhelming

feeling of incapability and isol-ation,' (p. 248).

Feelings of inferiority may be expressed through

passivity, l-ack of ambition, procrastination and the

inability to concentrate. They may also be apparent in
the individual's lack of confidence in his ability to
succeed, in work paralysis and i_n a pervasive sense of
futility" Al-ternately, and seemingJ-y paradoxically,

HawIey ( 1984 ) also defines inferiority as invoJ_ving

excessive industriousness. Tn this instance the

individual may immerse himself in his work to the

detriment of other areas in his life to fend off
feelings of inadequacy.

If a child enters this stage having experienced

successful- resolution of the previous stages, Er-i_kson,s

theory suggests that he will be prepared to tackle
these school-related tasks to the best of his ability.
If, however, the child enters this stage with a legacy

of mistrust and feelings of shame and doubt he will
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likely have difficulty performing at an optimal Ievel_

at school-. He may therefore have difficulty at this
stage as well.

A healthy resolution of this issue is evident in
the individuar who takes pride in his accomprishments

and feers confident in his abilities. This individuar,
whil-e real-istic in his appraisal_ that some of his
abilities are better developed than others, feels
positive about his usefulness in.the world. Less

healthy resolution wiII be evident in the individual
who has developed feelings of inferiority. It will
also be evident in the individual- who has received

recognition and approval exclusively for his task

performance and accompJ-ishments and has consequentJ_y

come to define his worth solely within the realm of

industry. The individual- who has successfuJ_Iy resolved

this issue wilI develop the ego qual-ity ',Competerìce,,

which is "the ability to use one's intelligence and

skill to complete tasks that are of value to one's

society" (Engler,1991, p. 17g)

Stage Five: Identity versus ]dentity Confusion. During

adolescence, an individual integrates the various roles

she has taken on thus far with new present and future
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self-concept decisions concerning issues of vocation,
sexuality and social connectedness. Eri-kson defined

ego identity as "the accrued confidence that one's

ability to maintain inner sameness and continuity
is matched by the sameness and continuity of one's

meaning for others (l-959 /L9BOt p. 94) " She develops

this consistent identity by consciously discovering and

evaluating her basic values and attitudes concerning

these roles as she struggles to answer the

quintessential question of adolescence (and identity)
"lrlho am f ?. "

As she eval-uates previously held beliefs
originating with her family in light of exposure to new

and competing ideas, she may reject these old beliefs
as personally inappropriate. She may then search

elsewhere for those which better fit her emerging

identity. The adolescent's peer group plays a critical
role j-n this process and the group acts as a rol_e

model. As well-, the group provides valuabl-e feedback

to the adol-escent about how others see her. This

information allows the individual to experiment with

different rol-es as she seeks to discover the ones that
fir.
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As this process continues/ the individual not only
discovers who she truly is but begins to feel
comfortable - in her body, work, famity, affiliations,
gender rol-e - and appreciative of her uniqueness and

individuality. She is then able to present herself to
the worl-d in a way that is consistent with her inner
view of herself. She also develops a future
orientation that addresses the questions of "Where am I
going?" and "Who am I to become? " (Muuss, !975, p.

60 ) .

The attitudes towards oneself as an independent

person that are developed during this stage become the

precursors to establ_ishing a life-direction and real
intimacy with a significant other in the next stage.

This development of a future direction is critical to

the formation of identity according to Erj_kson

( 1959 /1"980) " It i-s attained as she experiences

whole-hearted and consistent recognition of real
accomplishment Self-esteem, confirmed at the

end of each major crisis, gro\rs to be a conviction
that one is learning effective steps toward a

tangibJ-e future (p. 95).

The adolescent who is unable to integrate a
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central identity will experience self-doubt. She will
be uncertain of what rol_e she is to play in life and

she will be confused about her identity. The

adol-escent may experience wide gaps between who she is
who she wants to be, and who she seems to be to others.

In addition to having doubts about her sexual identity,
she may be unable to move toward a career because of
her lack of direction. She may also have difficulty
reÌating to others as an equal. She may be unsure of
her basic values and bel-iefs and may not have a sense

of her place in the worl_d.

In an attempt to cope with this identity confusion

she may become preoccupied with the opinions of others

and adopt these, unquestioningly as her own. At the

other extreme, she may no longer care about what others

think and become increasingly al-ienated. fn either
case she may feel- empty and lost

Role confusion is "the inability to conceive of

onesel-f as a productive member of one's society',

(Englert I99!t p. 180). In Erikson's view it is
primarily the inability to settl-e on an occupational_

identity that disturbs adolescents.

A healthy resolution of Identity vs. Identity
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confusi-on is evident in individual-s who know who they

are and have formulated their basic bel-iefs and varues "

These individuars have developed an ideological point
of view and a direction for the future. They are

individual-s who have developed the ego quality
"FideJ-ity". Erikson defined this as "a higher l_evel_ of
the capacity to trust - to trust onesel-f - but al-so the
ci-aim to be trustworthy and to commit one's loyalty to
something" (Erikson, 1982, p. 6O).

Stage Six: fntimacy versus Isol-ation

Once a personal identity has been forged, in early
adulthood, the desire for personal intimacy becomes

important. Erj-kson defines intimacy as:

the capacity to commit oneself to concrete

affil-iations and partnerships and to develop the

ethical- strength to abide by such commitments,

even though they may cal_l for significant
sacrifices and compromises (Haw1ey, 1984, p. 249)"

It implies the ability to share with, and care for,
another individual_ without losing oneself in the
process. Intimacy invol-ves tolerating closeness in
relationships. It also invol_ves being authentic and

able to share personal thoughts and feel_ings with a
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partner or in other cl_ose rel_ationships. In addition,
it involves t.olerating another's dependency and being

vul-nerabre with that person. An individual- who enters

into an intimate rel-ationship before achieving his

identity hoping to find himsel-f in finding another,

will have great difficulty. Muuss states:

One must first find an ans\^/er to ,,Who am I?,,

before one can find a partner to match to this
" I. " As long as the " f " remains undefined or is
still forming, the selection of a partner seems

futile (L975, p. 64).

The ability to be intimate with others and to be

truly present in important relationships wiII provide

the basis for developing strong relationships with a

partner and children. It will al_so become a precursor

to investing oneself in nurturing the next generation,

the task of the fol-l-owing stage (Hawley, IgB4; Erikson,

lese /L980).

The individual- who is unable to achieve intimacy

in relationships with others often feels alone and

alienated. He may be unable to-tolerate cl-oseness with

others because he fears losing himself in the

rel-ationship. He may be emotionally distant in his
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relationships and either sel_f-absorbed or

indiscriminately social and superficial (Hawley I IgB4).

The responsibilities and commitments inherent in an

intimate reÌationship may be seen as too confining or

limiting to his personal freedom and he may avoid this
involvement (Muuss, 1975) .

fn some of his work, Erikson ( 1959 /LgB}) referred
to this resul-tant isolation as "distanti-ation the

readiness to repudiate, to isolate and if necessary, to
destroy those forces and people whose essence seems

dangerous to one's own" (p. 101). At a societal Ievel
Eri-kson saw this "more mature and efficient
repudiation" (p. 101-) evident in politics and war. He

a.l-so saw it evident at an earlier stage, in the btind
prejudices of the adolescent. He suggested that in
youth's search for identity, they are particutarJ-y

sensitive to the differences between what is familiar
and what is foreign and particularly intol-erant of the

unfamiliar.

Distantiation may also be seen in the "pursuer

distancer" dynamic evident in couples. In this
dynamic/ one partner craves greater closeness and

pursues the other, who attempts to distant himsel-f
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further because he fears losing his identity. This

distancing individual wiII tikely also have difficulty
as he faces the next deveJ_opmental task of guiding the
growth of the next generation. An individual who is
unable to establish genuine and lasting intimacy will
feel lonel-iness through the rest of the life cycle.

A heal-thy resolution of fntimacy vs. Isolation is
evident in the individual who achieves an appropriate

balance between sharing himself with others and

maintaining his identity in Ëhe rel_ationship. The

individual- who has successfully resolved this issue

will develop the ego quality "Love" and transform the

love he received as a child to care for others (Engler,

L99L, p. 181).

Staqe Seven: Generatiyity versus Stagnation. In middle

adulthood, the developmental task is to be productive

and creative through procreation andr/or through

endeavours such as one's work. The individual's domain

of concern broadens from her own development and that
of her immediate family to more altruistic issues of

concern in the community and in the J_arger society.

She becomes actively involved in making the world a

better place for the next generation and in making a
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meaningful contribution (Erikson, 1959/l-9BO; Hawley,

1984). At the same time the individual is discovering

new interests and is continuing to learn and grow.

The generative attitudes that develop during this
stage become the precursors of contentment and

satisfaction with one's life in the next stage. They

also become the foundation for assisting the next

generation to successfully navigate their developmental

course. The individual who has successfully resol-ved

this issue will deveJ-op the ego quality "Care" which is
the "widening commitment to take care of the persons,

the products, and the ideas one has learned to care

for" (Erikson, 1982, p. 67).

The individual who is unable to develop generative

caring and interest in life feels a deep and pervasive

lack of purpose. She may be self-absorbed and self-
indulgent, Iive for the moment and yet feel
interpersonally impoverished. She may feel alienated

and bored and as though she is merely existing (Hawley,

1984). Alternatively, she may develop an "obsessive

need for pseudo intimacy" (Erikson, !982, p. 103). She

may limit herself to repeating routine interactions and

work activities, fail to develop nerd interests and thus
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stagnate in t.his regard as wel_I.

Erikson ( 1959 /1980) | bel-ieved that the inabiJ_ity

to achieve generati-vity is often found in early
chiJ-dhood, in faulty identification with one's parents.

In this situation the child may have an excessively

developed "seIf-Iove". She may have then developed

into a self-centred aduIt. Another kind of inability
to achieve generativity and to invest in the next

generation originates "finally (and here we return to
the beginnings) in the lack of some faith, some ,bel-ief

in the species' , which wouÌd make a chitd appear to be

a welcome trust of the community" (p. 103).

Successful resolution of this developmental issue

is seen in the mature individual who is useful and

productive and needed by others (Muuss, 1975).

Staqe Eiqht: Integrity versus Despair. The last stage

of the life cycle spans the years from retirement to
oJ-d age and death. It is the time when one reviews

one's life and integ'rates al-I that has taken pJ_ace. If
the individual is satisfied that his life has had

meaning and involvement then he can accept both his

successes and his failures. He develops integrity - "a

sense of coherence and whoÌeness" (Erikson, L982, p.
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65).

Ego integrity is achieved in this stage when the

individual feels dignity and wisdom. He has faith in
the order and continuity of rife and accepts that this
order will endure after his death. The individuar arso

feel-s content and satisfied with his life, his work and

his accomplishments (HawÌey | 79B4). In addition, he

feels acceptance that the life he has lived, with its
difficulties and disappointments as wel_l_ as its joys,

has been the life he was meant to live (Erikson,

1959 /I9BO¡ I9B2) " The individua.l_ who has successfutly
resolved this issue will develop the ego quality
"Wisdom" which is the "informed and detached concern

with l-ife itsetf in the face of death itself ,' (Erikson,

L982, p. 61 ) .

An individual who is unabl-e to integrate his 1ife
experiences and to feel satisfied with his life
develops a sense of profound despair and an often

unconscious fear of death. He may feel remorse for
choices made and opportunities l-ost, and may be

preoccupied with i'what might have been.,, As the

individual realizes that there is not sufficient time

to make changes and start anew, he may become
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depressed, bitter and contemptuous of others. Erikson

bel-ieves these feelings of displeasure and distrust
reflect his contempt for himself. His resulting
feelings of despair may also general-ize beyond his own

life to life and humankind in general (Hawley | 7984) "

Gender Differences in Psychosocial Development

. Erikson conceptualized psychosocial development as

equal-Iy descriptive of the experiences of males and

femal-es. Differences between men and women that he

noted were of little concern to him. These differences

v/ere subordinate in his thinking to the commonalities

he ascribes to peopJ-e of different eras, cultures and

ages. One effect of this apparent disinterest in
gender differences is that Erikson made no provisions

for how they might alter his theory of development

(Hodgson & Fischer, 1-979) "

Erikson was a product of his culture and his

generation. Further, he was significantly influenced

by Freudian theory. He assumed that differences

between v/omen and men reflected deficiencies in female

development that he attributed to biological

differences between the sexes " He then suggested that

the limitations in femal-e development potential \¡/ere
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due, in J-arge part, to their maternal functions
(Erikson, 7963).

Erikson based his conclusions abouL differences in
female and male development primarij-y on a study he

conducted between 1939 and 194L with chil_dren between

10 and 12 years of age. In this study, he provided

each of the children, individually, wj_th a selection of
toys and requested that they construct "an exciting
scene out of an imaginary (movie). " He reported that
the girls tended to use the toys to represent the

interior of a room with a circl-e of furniture in it.
The boys, in contrast, tended to construct towers and

other structures. Based on these differences Erikson

concluded that the girls emphasized "inner space,, and

qualities of openness versus closedness. The boys r on

the other hand, concentrated on "outer space,, and the

qualities of highness and lowness (Erikson, 1951-).

Erikson generaJ-ized his concl-usions to hypothesize

that a woman's development is infl_uenced by her

awareness of her reproductive capacity. He further
hypothesized that a vùoman's maternal potential is a key

determinant of her personality. Erikson concluded that

"a vüoman's productive inner space is an inescapable
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factor in her development whether sociai-, historical,
and other conditions lead her to build her life around.

it or not" (Engter| !99II p. 190).

Erikson's conci-usions and subsequent assumptions

concerning gender differences in psychosocial

development have been criticised on both empiricar and

theoretical grounds. Empirical-ly, evidence has emerged

which suggests that his study with 10 to 12 year olds

does not unequivocarly demonstrate that the differences
he observed are biological_Iy based (CapJ_an, I979;

Janeway, 7971; Millett, t970; penfold & Wafker, 1993).

Further, when the study was replicated by McKay, pyke &

Goranson (1984)/ these researchers failed to find
significant differences in the \¡/ays in which the boys

and girls used their play materiars or in the materiars

they chose. Their failure to replicate Erikson's

findings may suggest that. the differences he reported

were due to socialization effects that diminished in
the 4O-year interval between the two studies and not to
inherent differences between males and females.

AÌternatively, the researchers' suggest, Erikson's
psychoanal-ytic bel-iefs may have influenced his

interpretation of his findings.
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These specific conclusions as well_ as his theory

as a whole, have been criticized for equating male

development with child deveJ-opment and for interpreting
v/omen's differentness as deficiency. one of the central
critiques of Erikson's theory concerns the notion that
development evol-ves through stages of ,,ever increasing

levels of separation and spheres of mastery and

personaÌ independence" (Jordan, et af., 1991, p. 1).

Some theorists (e.g., Miller, I976¡ Gilligan,
L9B2; Hodgson & Fischer, 7979) have suggested that
Erikson's theory is more appJ-icabl-e to mal_e development

than it is to femal-e development. Therefore,

differences between the psychosocial development of
males and females reflect the failure of the theory to
adequately account for these variations, rather than to
l-imitations in female psychosocial development

(Forisha-Kovach, 1983 ) .

Theoreticians at the Stone Centre for
Developmental Services and Studies at WellesJ_ey

College, are developing an al-ternate model- of women's

development that they are at present cal-ling "self-in-
relation". Of central importance to this
conceptual-ization is the belief that the organizing
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principle in women's l-ives is relational growth. They

suggest that for women, development does not proceed as

it does for men, arong a continuum from connection with
a care provider in early childhood, through successive

steps of autonomy and separateness toward independence.

Instead, for women, development of capabilities and

self-knowledge occurs within the context of important

relationships. Further, relational connectedness

remains crucially important to women as they move

toward interdependence (Jordan, êt. al_., !99I).
Surrey (1991) suggests that dynamic

relationships in a woman's life are the motivating
force that propel psychological growth and that her

deveJ-opment can be traced through her participation in
these specific rel-ationships and relational networks.

KapJ-an & Klein (1991) add that a \^/oman's sel_f-esteem

and feelings of competence are more often connected to
the relational aspects of a situation than to other

aspects of the situation.
Miller (1991), in her critique of Erikson's first

four psychosocial- stages, generally supports his

emphasis on the relational focus for both male and

femal-e infants during the first stage of life. She
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would argue, though, that the infant is a more active
participant in the interactional_ process than Erikson

suggested. During the second stage, however, when the

child is developing a greater sense of her ability to
infl-uence her world, Mil-Ier believes that she does so

onJ-y because of her actions and feelings in the

relationship with her primary careproviders not because

she is becoming separate from these rel_ationships.

Through Erikson's next two stages, Miller does not

dispute that girJ-s are al-so involved in learning about

the worl-d and developing their skills. She believes,

however, that Erikson neglected to account for the

relational aspects of girls' development. Boys , for
exampJ-e/ are seen to engage in competitive games and to
dispute the rules and this is interpreted as their
preparing themselves for competition later in Iife.
Girlsr on the other hand, are often reported to be

" just talking" - about their familíes, t,heir

friendships and themselves "in relationship" - and this
activity is apparently not seen as important

preparation for sustaining relationships l_ater in life.
GirIs' devel-opment vis a vis their relationships was

largely ignored by researchers until the pioneering
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work of GilIigan (7982) concerning adolescent femal_e

development began.

Mil-Ier and other theorists (cilligan I ITBZ; Kaplan

& Klein I L99I) conceive of the greatest differences
between \¡/omen and men as emerging in adolescence and

young adulthood. Miller suggests that for a young

\¡/oman, using alJ- her capabilities and being ,,in

relationship" with significant others are of primary

importance. For a young man/ devetoping himself and

his independent identity are of primary importance. In

terms of relationships, MiJ-ler (L976) suggests that by

this time the young man has al-so adopted the societal_

expectation that the young woman he is involved with
shouÌd adapt to him. GilJ-igan (L982) articul_ates the

essence of the difference between men and women as

these theorists see it when she states that
while for men identity precedes intimacy and

generativity in the optimal cycle of human

separation and attachment, for women these tasks

seem instead to be fused. Intimacy goes along

with identity, âs the female comes to know herself

as she is known, through her relatj-onships with

others. (p, 12)
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For women then, they suggest, development takes

place within a context of affiliation with and

attachment to others. They suggest further that for
women, identi-ty develops throuqh intimate rel-ationships
with others, not prior to intimacy with others. Mirler
(L976) suggests that as they develop, boys are rewarded

for deveJ-oping their power and skirl and that gradually
these aspects of their lives become as important as and

then supersede, the importance of affiliations. Girls,
on the other hand, are sociarized to remain attached to
others and to transfer their connection from their
f amil-ies to men as they grow older.

GiJ-ligan (1991), in her study of female

development, suggests that as they approach

adolescence/ at the age of approximateJ_y II, young

women face a relational- crisis. They are faced with the
choice between being, in essence, true to themselves at
the expense of their relationships with important

others such as parents r or denying their own feelings
and desires to remain connected to these important

others.

In her longitudinal study of girls at the Emma

Willard School-, Gilligan (1991) reported that girls
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resist t.his state of disconnectedness, and tend to opt

for being "nice", not hurting others' feelings and

being ingenuine to maintain their relationships. In

this way girrs trade their authentic invol-vement with
others in a rel-ationship for being unauthentic because

they fear rosing the rerationship. she adds that this
centrai- paradox "the taking oneself out of relationship
for the sake of relationships,, (p. 26) has negative

imprications for young women. These are reflected in
such symptoms as lower levels of self-esteem, and a
marked increase in episodes of depressj_on and higher
incidence of eating disorders and poor body image that
develop disproportionately in young v/omen during
adolescence (Giltigan, 1991).

This new theoretical_ perspective on differences
between male and female development, particularly in
adolescence and young adulthood raises provocative

questions about the applicabilit.y of some aspects of
Erikson's theory to female development. A ful_l

exploration of this issue is beyond the scope of this
investigation. The present study does, however,

exprore whether men and women in young adulthood differ
in thej-r development of identity and intimacy.
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If , for men, "identj-ty's most immediate heir is
intimacy" as Marcia 11980, p. 160) has stated, and as

Erikson, of course, postulated, then we would expect

those men who score higher on intimacy to also score

higher on achievement of identity. If the same holds

true for women, we would expect to find this pattern to
be evident f or the v/omen in the study as wel-I. If , as

Gilligan suggests, however, for young \^/omen the tasks

of intimacy and identity are fused and if connectedness

and affiliation are more important in female

development, then \{e may see higher scores for the

young women on intimacy than on identity. The young

\^romen may alsor âs a group, obtain higher scores on

intimacy than do the young men.

Research on Psychosocial- Development

Erikson's constructs have been studied in relation
to l-oneliness in children and adolescents (Davis,

1990); the development of relationsh5-ps in late
adolescence (Eaton et al., 1991); and in relation to

identity and mul-ticultural issues (Hoare, 1991). They

have also been studied in rel-ation to the deveJ-opment

of religious ideolog.y (Phitlips, 1,992) and to the

adjustment of western chil-dren raised in nonwestern
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cul-tures whire their parents served. as missionaries
(WrobbeI & Pl-ueddemann, 1990). Specific psychosocial

stages such as identity (Blustein et af., 1991; Dyk &

Adams, 1990); intimacy (Dyk & Adams, 1990; Hamachek,

1990); generativity (Bradley & Marcia, 1992¡ Hamachek,

1990; Peterson & Stewart, 1990) identity and

generativity (Arnold & Chartier, L992); and integrity
and despair (Hamachek, 1990) have a.l-so been studied.

Erikson has been seen as the most influential-
writer on identity in the past two decades and

therefore empirical- investigation of his theory has

focused on this psychosocial task. Marcia's (Lg66l

1970 | 1-973) work on demarcating: four identity statuses

arose from his efforts to operational_ize Erikson's
concepts for empirical study (Marcia/ 1gB0). These

statuses have since been extensiveJ-y studied, primarily
in relation to male deveJ-opment, but in relation to
f emal-e development as well-. The f our statuses are the

different modes through which individuars may deal with
the identity issues characteristic of late adolescence.

They are: IdenÈít,y Achievement, Foreclosure/ Ident,ít,y

Diffusion, and Moratoríum (Marcia, 1980). They differ
j-n terms of the presence or absence of a decision-
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making period ( crisis ) and the extent of personal

investment (commitment) the young adult has made

concernj-ng occupation and ideology. fn Marcia's
terminology, Ident,íty Achíevements are those

individuals who have experienced a decision-making

period and have committed themselves to sel-f-chosen

occupation and ideological- goal-s. Forecrosures are

those who have committed themserves to occupational_ and

ideological goals, but have not experienced the period
of personal- crisis out of which a self-chosen direction
woul-d emerge. They are more likely to have adopted

goaÌs chosen for them by their parents. Ident,ity
díffusions are those young people who have not yet
chosen an occupationar or ideologicar direction. These

individuals may or may not have entered a decision-
making crisis. Morat,oríums are individuals who are

currentl-y experiencing a crisis concerning ideologicar
and/or occupational issues and have not yet made

commitments concerning these issues (Marcia, 1980).

In his extensive review of the empiricaÌ

literature that examines the four statuses in young

men, Marcia (1980) reported that ldentít,y åchievement,s

and Morat,oríums tended to score higher on measures of
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self-esteem, moral reasoning, autonomy, and intimacy
than did Foreclosures and ldent,it,y Díf fusions.
Moratoriums scored higher than did the others on

measures of anxiety and tended to be the least
cooperative of the four. Forecrosures were the most

authoritarian. He concl_uded that for young men,

Identit,y Àchíevement was the most positive status.
Marcia (1980) arso described studies that examined

parenting practices and their rerationship to each of
the four identity statuses in adolescent males.

rdentity AchÍevements and both parents tended to have

balanced perceptions of each other. They reported both
positive and negative aspects of their rerationships.
Moratoríums had the most ambivalent rel-ationships with
their parents. They tended to see their parents as

more disapproving of them, and seemed to have

particular difficuJ-ty separating from their mothers.

Foreclosures reported the most positive
percepti-ons of their parents. They tended to perceive

their parents as accepting and encouraging and the

parents saw themselves as child-centred and protective.
These families were the most task-focused of the four
and exerted the most pressure and support for
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adol-escent conformity to family values. These

characteristics were viewed as positive by the

adol-escents .

Ident,it,y Diffusíons reported experiencing

"rejection and detachment" (JordanI L97Ot L97l cited in
Marcia, 1980, p. 171) from their parents. Further,

their fathers v/er,e reported to be the least involved of

the statuses (Marcia, 1980).

Research designed to apply .the ego-identity status

constructs to college women has yieJ-ded different
patterns. Marcia and Friedman (1,970) found that for
these women, Foreclosures, not Ident,it,y Achíevements

had the highest self-esteem and the l-owest anxiety.
Identity Diffusíons were reported to be the most

anxious although, based on their previous findings with
young men, the researchers had predicted that the

Morat,oríums woul-d be most anxious. Marcia concl-uded

that for young men, the presence of a decision-making

period or crisis was most crucial_ to resolution of
identity issues. For young women, the commitment to
bel-iefs, whether these beliefs v/ere sel-f or other-

generated was the most critical factor.
The researchers hypothesized that the ldent,it,y
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åchievement women experienced greater anxj_ety than did
the Foreclosure women for rel_ational reasons. They

suggested that the identity crisis inherent in a

personal decision-making process likely involved

conflict with parents, greater distance from family
members and therefore relational stress. These young

\^/omen might also have experienced greater alienation
from their peers, resulting in the lower self-esteem

these subjects reported. The Foreclosures, in
comparison, were hypothesized to receive a high degree

of social support and parental approval. This resul_ted

in their experiencing l-ower anxiety and higher self-
esteem (Marcia, L9B0).

A recent study conducted by Dyk a Adams ( 1990 )

investigated the association between identity and

intimacy in 71 male and 7L female college students.

The researchers were attempting to determine whether

there was empirical- support for the view that identity
precedes intimacy for males and that identity and

intimacy are fused for femal-es. The researchers

reported that when they added the variabl-e, gender-role

orientation (i.e., mascul-inity and femininity) to the

investigation, in addition to subjects' biological sex,
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an interesting interaction appeared.

They found that for males, both those obtaining
high masculinity scores and those obtaining high

femininity scores, identity formation predicted

intimacy developmentT as Erikson postuJ-ated. They

found the same pattern as well, however, for those

females who also obtained high masculinity scores.

Identity and intimacy were fused onJ-y for the group of
females who obtained high femininity scores.

Famil-y Environment and Psvchosocial Development

The rel-ationship specifically between family
functioning variables and psychosocial development has

been investigated in three studies. In the first,
Wrobbel & Plueddemann (1990) assessed the psychosocial

development of 292 "Missionary Kids." The subjects

were western males and females over the age of 23 years

who had been raised in nonwestern cultures while their
parents served as missionaries. The researchers found

significant positive correlations between participants'
perceptions of their families ( feeling loved in the

fanily, family cohesion and idealization of the family)
and their psychosocial deveJ_opment.

The only reported dimension in which differences
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in psychosocial development occurred as a function of
participant gender was the effect of the boarding

school- experj-ence" For the 136 men in the sample,

there were no significant differences in psychosocial

development between the 94 who had boarded and the 42

who had not. For the 154 women in the sample, this was

not the case. One hundred and fifteen of the women had

boarded and 39 had not. A significant negative

correl-ation was found between boarding and Industry and

between boarding and the Resolution Score for fndustry
vs. Inferiority. The women who had boarded scored

Iower on fndustry and achieved less resolution of

Industry vs fnferiority than did those women who had

not boarded.

This study can be seen to suggest that family

rel-ationships are particularly important to the

development of. industry in females. The absence of

ongoing family involvement had a deleterious effect on

the women's development of industry but not on the

men's development of this characteristic.
fn the second study, Gavazzí & Sabatelli (1990)

assessed family system dynamics, the individuation
process and the psychosocial devel-opment of 50 female
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and 50 male college students. They found that family
conf l-ict, parental intrusiveness and psychoJ_ogical

interconnectedness v/ere significant predictors of the
participants' psychosocial_ maturity. Those students,

both mal-e and female, who had individuated tended to
have families in which individual_ members were well
differentiated. The researchers found that the mares

in the sample were more financiatry and psychorogicarly

independent from other family members than were the

f emal-es. No other gender dif f erences \dere obtained on

any of the other family system or individuation
variabÌes explored.

In the third study, Battle and col_leagues (Igg2)

assessed the relationship between famity functioning
variables and psychosocial_ development in sexually
abused and non abused female undergraduates. They

found that positive family functioning was associated

with positive psychosocial development for both abused

and non-abused subjects. The study examined the role
of family functioning dimensions as measured by the

Family Environment Scal-e (FES) and the Family Hardiness

Index (FHI) as predictors of psychosocial development

as assessed by the Measures of psychosocial Development
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(MPD) in 7L2 female undergraduate students at the
University of Manitoba.

The resurts indicated that positive psychosociar

development, as measured by Total p on the MpD/ was

associated with a family environment characterized as

having higher l-evels of expressiveness, famiry-oriented
activity, family organization, and. intell_ectual-
cultural interests as measured by the FES.

Negative psychosocial deve'lopmentr as measured by

Totar N on the MPD/ was associated with rower levers of
family cohesion, lower l_evel_s of family-oriented
activity, and lower levels of family interest in
intellectual and cu]tural interests. ït was al-so

associated with higher leveIs of openJ_y expressed

conflict as measured by the FES.

Better resolution of developmentaJ- tasks, âs

measured by Total R on the MpD/ v/as associated with
higher l-eve1s of family cohesion, expressiveness,

family-oriented activity, and intelr-ectuar and cu]turar
interests as measured by the FES.

The results of this study indicated that four of
the ten FES subscales v/ere particu]-arry rel-evant to the

psychosocial deveJ-opment of this popuJ_at.ion of female
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university students. These four subscales vrere more

related to t.he social support famiJ_y members provide to
each other. The remaining six FES subscal-es were not

as rel-evant.

A MultipJ-e Regression Analysis demonstrated a

significant relationship between the FamiIy Hardiness

Index (FHI) subscal-es and MPD. A stepwise regression

analysis indicated that positive psychosocial

development, as measured by Tota1 P on the MpD, \iì/as

associated with higher levels of Famil_y Co-oriented

Commitment, Confidence and ChalJ_enge as'measured by the

FHI. Negative psychosocial development, as measured by

Total- N on the MPD, v/as associated with lower level-s of
Co-oriented Commitment, Confidence, ChaIJ-enge, and

Control- as measured by the FHI. Better resolution of
developmental- tasks as measured by Total R on the MpD

was associated with higher l-evels of Confidence and

Challenge on the FHI.

The rel-ationship between the

examined. A canonical correlation

significant relationship between

providing evid.ence of convergent

family functioning construct.

FHI and FES was also

demonstrated a

these measures,

validity for the
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PUEpA€q of the Present Studv and Research Hvootheses:

The purpose of this study was to further examine

the rel-ationship between family functioning,
specifical-Iy family expressiveness, cohesion,

recreational activity level and intellectual-cultural
interest and the psychosocial deveJ_opment of
undergraduate students. For this study as wel_I, famiJ-y

functioning was assessed using the Family Environment

Scale and the Family Hardiness Index. psychosocial_

development was again assessed using the Measures of
Psychosocial DeveJ-opment. A second purpose of this
study was to investigate gender differences in the

psychosocial development of these students.

The þresent study extends research on the

rel-ationship between family functioning and

psychosocial development in a number of ways. First,
those dimensions of family functioning previously found

to be particularly rel-evant to the psychosocial

development of university women were applied to both

men and v/omen. Second, the applicabitity of Erikson's

theory/ as measured by the MPD for both mal-e and female

young adults was empiricalJ-y investigated. Third, this
study investigated whether there were specific
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dj-mensions of psychosocial_ deveJ_opment on which males

and femal-es differed.
On the basis of the existing theoretical_ and

empr-rrcar literature that has examined the rerationship
between family functioning and psychosocial

development, as well as on the previous research

described above, it was hypothesized that positive
family functioning wouJ-d predict positive psychosociar-

development in the university students. Specifically,
the following hypotheses wer'e advanced:

Hvpothesis 1

It was predicted that, overall, a healthier family
environment would predict better psychosocial

development. Specificatly, it was predicted that the

following dimensions of family environment would be

significant predictors of psychosocial- development:

(a) H5-gher leve1s of family InteIl_ectual-Cultural-

Orientation, Active-Recreational- Orientation,

Expressiveness and Organization as measured by the FES

would be predictive of positive psychosociaÌ

development as measured by Tota1 P on the MpD.
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(b) Higher l-evel_s of family Intellectual-Cultural_
Orientation, Active-Recreational- Orientation,
Expressiveness and Cohesion as measured by the FES

would be predictive of better resolution of
psychosocial deveropmental issues as measured by Totar

R on the MPD.

(c) Lower l-evels of family InteIl-ectual-Cultural

Orientation, Active-Recreational Orientation, and

Cohesion, and higher levels of openly expressed

conflict as measured by the FES woul-d be predictive of
negative psychosocial development as measured by Total
N on the MPD.

Hypothesis 2

ft was predicted that, overaÌI, greater famity
hardiness woul-d predict better psychosocial

development. Specifically, it was predicted that the

fol-lowing dimensions of family hardiness would be

significant predictors of psychosocial development:

(a) Higher leve1s of family Co-Oriented Commitment,

Confidencêr and Challenge as measured by the FHI woul_d
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be predictive of positive psychosociar deveropment as

measured by Total p on the MpD.

(b) Higher l-evels of family confidence and chal-renge as

measured by the FHI woul_d be predictive of positive
resolution of psychosocial developmental issues as

measured by Total R on the MpD.

(c) Lower level_s of family Co-Oriented Commitment,

Confidence, Challenge, and Control as measured by the

FHI woul-d be predictive of negative psychosocial

development as measured by Total_ N on the MpD.

Hypothes j-s 3

rt was predicted that males and females wourd differ on

specific subscales of the Measures of psychosocial

Development related to Identity and Intimacy.

Speci-fically, it was predicted that:

(a) Mares would obtain higher scores than would femares

on measures of Identity: Identity (p5) and ldentity vs

Identity Confusion (R5), while femal-es woul-d obtain

higher scores on Identity Confusion (N5).
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(b) Femal-es wourd obtain higher scores than would mal-es

on measures of rntimacy: rntimacy (p6) and rntimacy vs

rsol-ation (R6), whire mal-es wourd obtain higher scores

on fsolation (N6).

Exploratory Analysis 1

Exploratory analyses v/ere conducted to determine

whether gender differences \^¡ere evident on other
subscales of the Measure of psychosocial Deveropment.

Exploratorv Anal-ysis 2

An exploratory analysis was conducted to examine the
relationship between participants, scores on the

Intimacy and Isolation subscal-es of the Measures of
Psychosocial Development and their reported invol_vement

in an intimate relationship.

Exploratorv Analysis 3

An expJ-oratory analysis was conducted to examine the

association between participants' scores on the

Identity and Intimacy subscal-es'of the Measures of
Psychosocial- Development .
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Method

Sub_r ects

The subjects were 205 females and 181 males aged !B-24,

enroll-ed in introductory psychology courses at the

University of Manitoba. These subjects \¡/ere drawn from

a total sample of 283 femal-e and 245 male

undergraduates and included only those subjects with
no more than one missing data point on the

questionnaires of interest.
Measures

( 1 ) Demographic Information Ouestionnaire. This

questionnaire was deveJ-oped for the present study to
obtain information concerning subject age, gender,

socioeconomic status, marital status and involvement in
an intimate relationship (see Appendix A).

(2\ Familv Environment Scale- The Family

Environment Scal-e (FES) deveJ-oped by Moos & Moos

(7976/1989) is a self-report measure that assesses the

family's social- environment. This scale is a 90 item,

true-false instrument" Examples of statements on the

FES are: "Family members really help and support one

another, " and "We feel it is important to be good at

whatever we d.o. " Test-retest rel-iabilities have been
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calcurated and range from .68 for rndependence to .86

for Cohesion. The authors also report adequate

construct varidity and discriminant varidity (Moos &

Moos/ l-989).

The FES has three forms: the Real Form (Form R)

which evaluates individuaÌs' perceptions of their
nucl-ear or conjugar famiry environments, the rdeal Form

(Form I), which measures individuals' conceptions of
ideal family environments, and the Expectations Form

(Form E) which measures indiüiduals' expectations about

possibre changes in the family setting. The Real Form

v/as used in this study to assess present family
characteristics .

The FES has ten subscales that evaluate three

underlying sets of dj_mensions: The Relat,íonshí¡t

Dimensions, the Personal Growth Dímensíons, and the

System Maínt,enance Dímensíons. The Relat,íonshí¡l

Dimensions are measured by the cohesíon, Expressiveness

and eonflíct, subscales. Scores on each subscale may

range f rorn 0-9. In rel-ation to the previous

descriptions of family functioning, the Cohesíon

subscale evaluates a family's support of its members,

its commitment to the family, and its level of
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affiliation. Higher scores on this subscale indicate a

higher degree of affiliation. The Ex¡lressíveness

(Express.) subscale assesses the degree to which open

communication is fostered and straightforward actions

are encouraged. Higher scores on this subscal_e

indicate healthier communication. The ConfLict
subscare assesses the amount of openJ-y expressed anger,

aggression, and confl-ict between famil-y members. whire

the expressiveness subscal-e measures the healthy
expression of different points of view, this dimensj-on

assesses more problematic communication. Higher scores

on this subscal-e indicate high l_eveIs of friction.
The Personal Gros¡th Dimensíons are measured by the

Independence, åchievement, Orient,atíon, Int,ellect,ual-
Gult,ural Oríentat,ion, Ãctive-RecreationaL Orient,at,íon,

and Moral-Relíglous Emphasís subscales. The

rndependence (rndep.) subscal-e measures the extent to
which family members are assertive and serf-sufficient.
Higher scores indicate greater emphasis on these

attitudes. The A,chievement,-Oríent,at,lon (Achieve. )

subscale measures the extent to which family members

are cast into an achievement-oriented or competitive

framework. Higher scores indicate more family focus on
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individual achievement. The rnterrect,uar-curtural
oríent,atíon (rntelec.) assesses the family's degree of
interest in politics, social, intellectual, and

culturaÌ activities. Higher scores on this subscal_e

suggest family sharing of interest in these areas. The

Ãctive-Recreat,íonar oríentat,íon (Active. ) measures the
extent to which family members take part in family_
oriented activities. Higher scores on this subscale

indicate a higher level of invor.vement in these types

of activities. The Moral-Relígl-ous (Moral. ) subsca]e

measures the degree of emphasis in the family on

ethical- and rerigious issues and values. Higher scores

indicate more family unauthentic on these issues.

The System Maíntenance Dimensíons are measured by

the Organizat,íon and Cont,rol subscal_es. The

OrEanízatíon (Organize. ) subscale assesses the

importance of structure, predictability and clear
expectations in a family. Higher scores indicate
higher levels of family structure. The Cont,ro1

subscal-e assesses the extent to which rules and

procedures are used to direct family life. Higher

scores on this subscal-e indicate higher l_evels of
control "
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(3) Famiry Hardiness rndex. The second measure of
family functioning used in the present study was the
Famiry Hardiness rndex (FHr). This scar-e, constructed
by Mccubbin, Mccubbin & Thompson (1986) was developed

to measure the characteristic of hardiness in fami_lies.

Hardiness is defined as a resource famil_ies can utilize
under conditions of stress, that may medj_ate the
negative effects of the stress or demands, and assist
the family to adjust and adapt to the stress. Family

Hardiness as conceived by Mccubbin, Mccubbin & Thompson

(1986) refers specificarly to the "internaJ- strengths
and durability of the family unit and is characterized
by a sense of control over the outcomes of rife events

and hardships" (p.2g2). It represents a view of
change as beneficial and growth producing and is
characterized by an active rather than passive

orientation to dealing with stressfur events. The FHr

is a 4-point, 20 item instrument that consists of four
subscal-es : Co-oríent,ed Commitment,, eonfidence,

Challenge, and eonÈroI. Respondents indicate the

degree to which the foll-owing statemenLs are False,

MostJ-y False, Mostly Truer or True of their current
famiJ-y situation: "rn our famiJ-y troubl-e results from
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mistakes v/e maker " "In our family we l-isten to each

others ' problems, hurts and fears. ', The Co-oriented
CommiÈment subscal_e assesses the family's sense of
internal strengths, dependability and abitity to co-

operate with each other. scores may range from o-24 on

this subscal-e. The confidence subscal-e assesses the

f amiJ-y' s ability to plan f or f uture events and to
appreciate each others' efforts. It also assesses

their abiJ-ity to endure hardships, to experience life
with interest and to find life meaningfur. scores may

range from O-I2 on this subscale. The Challenge

subscare assesses the family's efforts to be creative
problem-solvers, to be active, to enjoy new

experiences, and to l_earn from these experiences.

Scores may range from 0-15 on this subscal-e. The

Cont,roL subscale assesses the family's sense of being
in control- of family life and not shaped by outside
events and circumstances. on this subscale scores may

range from 0-9. For all subscales, higher scores

indicate more of the family resource and reflect
positive attitudes about the family. The FHI has

internal- reliability of .82 and val-j-dity coefficients
ranging from .15 to .23 (Mccubbin, McCubbin & Thompson,
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1987 ) (See Appendix B).

( 4 I Measures of psychosocial Development. The

Measures of Psychosociar Development (MpD) was used to
assess participants' psychosocial devel0pment. The

instrument was deveroped by Hawley, (1984) to transl_ate

the constructs of Erikson's theory into objective
measures that would encourage further investigation and

apprication of Erikson's work. The MpD is a 1l2-item,
seJ-f-report inventory that consists of 27 scales,
representing the attitudes ahd dynamics outlined in
Erikson's framework. The eight posit,íve scales measure

Trust,, Autonomy, Initíat,ive, Industry, Identít,y,
Int,imacy, Generat,ivít,y, and Ego Int,egrit,y. The eight
P{egatíve Scales measure Míst,rust,, Shame and Doubt,

Guílt, Inferíorít,y, Ident,ít,y Confusåon, Isolatåon,
stagnat'íon, and Despair. The eight Resorut,ion scares

assess the status of conflict resolution for each of
the stages: Trust vs Mist,rust, Aut,onomy vs Shame &

Doubt,, Tnítíat,íve vs Guílt,, Industry vs Inferíorít,y,
Ident,it,y vs Ident,i.t,y Confusíon, Int,imacy vs Isolat,íon,
Generatívit,y vs St,agnat,ion, Ego ÏdentíÈy vs Despaír.

The three Total scares (Tot,ar posit,íve, Total. ßtegatíve,

and Tot,al Resolution) assess overall psychosocial-
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adjustment. The Tot,al posit,íve (Tot,aJ. p) and Tot,al

Negat,íve (Tot,al N) scores provide measures of the
individual's status in refation to the positive and

negative attitudes associated with the eight
developmental stages. The Tot,al Resolutíon (Totar M)

score presents a measure of conflict resol_ution across

the stages. Average or high Tot,aJ. R scores indicate a

positive reve] of conflict resol-ution and psychosocial

health. A low Tot,al R score suggests psychosocial

stress resulting from the lack of resolution of stage

confl-icts. Table 1_ presents the MpD scal_es by name.

Each positive and negative scale contains seven

statements that refrect the seven subconstructs Hawley

(1984) identified as contributing to each stage. High

scores on the Trust, subscal_e, for example, would.

indicate that the respondent ( 1 ) perceives him/herself
(2) and the worldr ês basical_Iy trustworthy; ( 3 ) feels
optimistic and confident both personally (4) and in
rel-ation to life in general. (5) The person is trusting
that the world is predictable and t,hat future
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Psychosocial Development Scales

Positive Scales

Trust
Autonomy
Initiative
Industry

Identity
Intimacy
Generativity
Ego Integrity

positive psychosocial

P1
P2
P3
P4

(P5
(P6
(P7
(PB

Total P: Overal-l- measure of
development

Negative Scales

Mistrust (N1
Shame/Doubt (N2
Guil-t (N3
Inferiority (N4

Total N: Overall_ measure of
development

Identity Confusion (N5
Isolation (N6
Stagnation (N7
Despair (NB

negative psychosocial

Resolution Scales

Trust vs Mistrust
Autonomy vs Shame & Doubt
Initiative vs Guilt
Industry vs Inferiority
fdentity vs Identity Confusion
Intimacy vs Isol_ation
Generativity vs Stagnation
Ego Integrity vs Despair

Total- R: Overal-I measure of resol_ution of

(
(

(

R1
R2
R3
R4)
Rs)
R6)
R7)
R8)

stage issues
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satisfactions are worth working and waiting for and is
( 6 ) open and receptive to the world and (7 ) to ne\¡/

ideas. High scores on the posit,íve Scal_es, J_ow scores

on the Þ{eEat,íve Scales and high scores on the

ResoLutíon Scales are desirable, indicating good

psychosocial development while the converse is
undesirable, indicating poorer psychosocial

development.

The LIz descriptive statements are presented

within a Likert scale response format. Subjects are

asked to indicate whether each statement is ( O ) not at
aII like me, (1) not much like me, (2) somewhat like'
flêr (3) like me, or (4) very much like me. ExampJ_es of
statements on the MPD are: ,,Self-sufficient; Stand on

my own two feet; Generally trust people,,.

The MPD has been normed for males and femal_es

separately in four age groupingsz l3-I7 (adoJ_escents),

18-24 (young adults), 25-49 (adutts), and 50+ (upper-

aged adults). T scores and percentiles may be used to
facilitate anaJ-ysis of the pattern of MpD scores but

are not required and. were not u3ed in the present

study.

Because this measurement tool_ is not as widely
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known as is the FES, additional- information concerning

its psychometric properties wilr be reported. Based on

data obtained during the construction and validation of
the MPD, the test-retest reliability coefficients for
the 16 scales (eight positive and eight negative) over

a 2-I3 week interval \^/ere found to range from .67 to
.89. Positive scal_e coefficients ranged from .75

(Trust) to .85 (rnitiative) and those for the negative

scal-es ranged from .61 (Inferiority) to .89 (Identity
Confusion). The overall- positive test-retest
reliabj-Iity coefficient was . B3 and the overall
negative reliability coefficient was .91_. Hawley

(1984) concluded that "the stability coefficients for
the MPD appear to be particuJ-arly strong for a

personality measure and prov5-de substantial support for
the test-retest stability of the instrument,' (p. IO2).

The internal- consistency of the 16 scaÌes - the

degree to which items contributing to the same scale

were homogeneous and sufficiently different from items

contribut.ing to different scales - v/as determined

during the construction and validation of the measure

using a series of Cronbach's alpha coefficients. For

the positive scales, coeffi-cients ranged from .65
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(Trust) to .84 (Industry). The coefficients for the
negative scal-es ranged from .69 (Guilt) to "83

(rdentity confusion¡. Trust and Guilt were the only
two alpha coefficients that failed to reach .70. These

resul-ts are within an acceptable range for personality
measures and provide " support for the conceptual_ base

underrying the item sel-ection procedure for the MpD,,

(Hawley , 1984, p. 107 ) .

The content validity of the MpD was establ-ished by

submitting 225 statements thãt had been obtained from a

review of EriksorÌ's writings on the stages to five
expert judges. The judges v/ere required, individualry,
to cl-assify the items on the basis of the pole

(negative or positive) and the stage they appeared to
measure. A criterion of 608 inter-judge agreement

(three of five judges) was estabrished as the criterion
for item content val-idity. Of the LIZ items, 30

(26.89) were agreed upon by all five judges, 66 (58.99)

were agreed upon by at least four judges, and 94

(83.98) were agreed upon by at least three judges. The

remaining 18 items (16.1t) \^rere chosen by Hawley from

those agreed upon by less than three judges to
adequately cover the content domains described by
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Erikson's theory (Hawley I 1984) .

The stages for which it was difficult to obtain
representative sampJ_ing were Shame and Doubt,

fnitiative, Guilt, Inferiority and Stagnation.

overall, however, despite the difficurties in obtaining
a sufficient number of items for all- domains of the
measure, Hawley (1984) concluded that there appeared to
be strong evidence of the content validity of the MpD.

Construct validity was examined using the
multitrait-multimethod matrix design (campbelr & Fiske,
1959 ) with the MPD and two other measures of Erikson's
constructs: The rnventory of psychosociar Deveropment

(IPD) (Constantj_nople, 1966) and the SeIf-Description

Questionnaire (SDO) (Boyd, 1966) (cited in Hawley,

1984). This design is based on the assumption that any

test measures a particular trait by a particular
method. To assess the rel-ative contributions of the

trait and method components of the test score, more

than one trait and more than one method are examined..

ïntercorrerations are carcurated between tests that
measure at l-east two traits using at reast two methods.

Convergent validity is demonstrated when the

correlations between the same traits measured by
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different methods is high, whire discriminant vatidity
is demonstrated when the different traits are not
highly correl-ated even when measured by the same method

(Hawley, 1984)

rn the first phase of the mul-titrait-multimethod
matrix, the monomethod comparisons, anaryses focused on

issues related to convergent and discriminant validity
and were concerned with the MpD's internal congruence.

Test-retest reliabil_ity coeffici.s¡¡s (the monotrait_
monomethod values ) represent measurement of the same

trait by the same method. Theoreticalry, they shoul-d be

the highest in the matrix. The reliability
coefficients ranged from "15 to . 85 for the positive
poles and from .67 to .89 for the negative poles.

Hawley concluded that "these coefficients (were)

sufficiently large to provide evidence of convergent

val-idity for the MpD,' (p. l-ZB).

Discriminant validity was eval-uated by examining

the correl-ations among different traits. It is
demonstrated when correlations between two measures'of

the same traits (reliabilities) are higher than

correlations between the measures of different traits
(heterotraits). Of the II2 possible correlations
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between heterotraits on the MpD/ arl but three (for the
rnferiority scare) were l-ower than the reliabil_ities.
Hawley concluded that "the resurts of these comparisons

provided strong internar evidence for the discriminant
vaÌidity of the MPD" (p. 729).

In the second phase of the multitrait-multimethod
anal-yses, the construct validity of the MpD was

demonstrated using heteromethod comparisons that
invorved calcurating the degree of agreement between

two methods of measuring a particul_ar trait. In this
method, the independent measures of the same trait
shoul-d show high correlations with each other and rower

correlations than the trait reliabilities.
correl-ations between the same traits on the MpD and the

IPD ranged from .46 to .78, and on the MpD and the SDg

ranged f rom .28 to .65. The lower correl-ations

associated with the SDQ, Hawley suggested, were due to
problems with this instrument. Nonetheless, she

concluded, "these values are sufficientty different
from zero and are sufficiently large to support the

convergent vaLidity of the MpD,' (p. 131).

The third phase of the mul_titrait-multimethod

analysis invol-ved examining comparisons of the
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monomethod (Phase 1) and heteromethod (phase 2) blocks

of the multitrait-multimethod matrix for evidence of

the MPD's construct validity. The val_ues obtained

provided support for the positive scales and mixed

support for the negative scaJ_es (Hawley, I9B4).

fn sunmary, convergent and discriminant validity
for the MPD was supported by evidence from monomethod,

heteromethod, and across-method comparisons, with some

inconsistencies appearing in the heterotrait/same poJ_e

comparisons (HawJ-ey, 1984 ) .

Procedure

Students were recruited from introductory
psycholog-y classes as part of a larger study and

received course credit for participating in the study.

The questionnaire packages were group-administered to
approximately 60 students at a time. Subjects were

informed that participation in the study was voluntary

and that they were free to withdraw their consent

without penalty. (See Appendices Ct D, and E for the

information verbally given to subjects at the time they

\Mere recruited, the consent form they signed prior to

completing the questionnaire packages and the feedback

form they received upon completing the questionnaires).
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Resu lts
Demographic Inf ormation

The average age of subjects was 1g.B years. Fifty_
four percent \^rere female and 46t were male. Eighty-nine
percent of the women were between 18 and 20 years of
age with the remaining 1lt between 2I and,24. Eighty_

three percent of the men v/ere between the ages of 18

and 20 and 17å were between the ages of 2I and 24.

Eighty percent of the sampre \¡/ere caucasian, 108 were

asian and the remaining 10t reported other ethnic
origin. Thirty-five percent of the subjects reported an

average family income of over $55,000. Thirty_nine
percent reported a famiry income of between $35r000 and

$55'000 and 25? reported a yearry fami-ry income of less
than $35, 000 . vüithin the sample 68B of subj ects l-ived

with their parents I r5z lived with a room/house mate

and the remaining 17* reported other living
arrangements. Ninety-five percent of subjects were

single and an addi-tionar 48 were engaged or cohabiting.
A series of chi-square tests \^rere conducted to

determine whether there v/ere mean differences on

demographic variables between those subjects missing no

more than one data point, whose data were used for
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subsequent anaryses, and those missing more than one

data point " No significant differences between the
groups \^/ere detected. Data from the 389 subjects with
no more than one missing data point were used in al]
subsequent analyses.

A series of chi-square tests \¡/ere conducted to
determine whether there \^/ere mean differences between

mares and femares on demographic variabl-es. The only
variabl-e for which significant gender differences \¡/ere

detected was invoÌvement in an intimate rerationship.
of the 49? of respondents who indicated that they were

involved in an intimate relationship (N= 191)/ 60g (N=

LI ) were \Momen.

Test of Assumptions

univariate tests v/ere used to test for violation
of assumptions. Violations of the assumptions of
multicolli-nearity and linearity were not found" To

ensure that the assumption of singularity was not

viorated the 3 MPD scares' (in which Total R is a linear
combination of Total p and Total N) were analyzed

separately.

The sample distribution was skewed towards

psychologicar health with a moderately negatj-ve skew on
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some of the positive and resolution MpD scales and some

moderate to severe positive skew on some of the
negative MPD scales. This type of distribution was

anticipated given the rerativeJ-y high functioning revel
of university students. The pattern of mean scores

al-so falls within normal_ limits on the normed MpD

profiles for men and women aged rg-24. There was al_so

moderate negative skew in the direction of healthy
family functioning on the family measures. Again, this
r^/as not unexpected given the sample.

Transformations !ì/ere not performéd on the data for
two reasons. First, the most skewed scores, the
negative scal-es of the MpD, v/ere required for
cal-cul-ation of the resorution scal-e scores on the MpD.

The loss in meaningfulness of subsequent cal-curations

using the transformed scores outweighed the potential
advantages of transforming them. In addition, the
sample size was judged to be sufficiently large that
variable skew would not 1ikely make a significant
difference in the anal-yses (Tabachnik & Fiderr, 1983).

Hvpothesis 1

The first hypothesis predicted that, overal_l,

healthier family functioning would predict better
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psychosocial development. Specifically, it was

predicted that:
(a) Higher Ievels of family Intellectual-CulturaI
Orientation, Active-Recreational Orientation,
Expressiveness and organization as measured by the FES

would be predictive of positive psychosocial_

development as measured by Total p on the MpD.

(b) Higher l-evel-s of family Intellectual-Cul_tura1

Orientation, Active-Recreational Orientation,
Expressiveness and Cohesion as measured by the FES

would be predictive of better resolution of
psychosocial developmental_ issues as measured by Total
R on the MPD.

(c) Lower levels of family Intellectual-Cultural
Orientation, Active-Recreational Orientation, and

Cohesion, and higher levels of openly expressed

confri-ct as measured by the FES woul-d be predictive of
negative psychosocial development as measured by Total
N on the MPD"

MuJ-tipIe Regression Analyses were used to test
this hypothesis for the three MpD summary scores: Total
P, Total R and Total N. The regressj-on procedure is
most applicabl-e when the intent of the anaJ-ysis is
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prediction (Tabachnick & FideIl, 1983)" Multiple
regression tests the ability of several- independent

variabl-es to predict a dependent variable. Because they
permit the independent variables to be correlated
murtipre regression anaryses are particularry usefur in
complex natural settings where nature or circumstances

rather than the experimenter have manipulated the

independent variabl-es (Tabachnick & FideIl, 19g3).

They \¡/ere particularly useful in the present study

because the subscales of the family measures are

correl-ated. The ten Family Environment Scal-e

subscaJ-es, namely, Cohesion, Expressiveness, Conflict,
Independence, Achievement Orientation, Intellectual-
curtural- orientation, Active-recreational- ori-entation,
Mora]-religious orientation, Organization and Control

served as the independent variables. The three Measures

of Psychosocial DeveJ-opment summary scores, Total

Positive, Total Negative and Total Resolution served as

the dependent variables.

The stepwise sel-ection procedure was chosen

because of its appropriateness for use in model-

building studies. It is used to identify a subset of

independent variables that are useful- in predicting the
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dependent variabl-e and to el-iminate those independent

variabres that do not provide additional prediction
given this subset. stepwise regression anaryses can

however, yield variable beta weights in samples from

the same popuration. Thus the rerative contributions of
the independent variables may vary between sampJ_es from

the same popuration as wert. The arpha revel- for each

stepwise regression \¡/as .20.

Tota] P. The Cohesion, Active-Recreational-

orientation, rnterl-ectual--curtural orientation, Moral-
Rerigious orientation, rndepend.ence and Expressiveness

subscales of the FES were significant predictors of
Total P. Higher levels of family cohesion,

interl-ectual-cultural interest, morar-rerigious focus,
independence and expressiveness were associated with
higher levels of positive psychosocial development.

Together these variables accounted for 21,% of the

variance in Total P scores. Table 2 presents the FES

subscales that were significant predictors of Total p I

Tota} R and Total N with their beta values and

significance level-s

Total- R. The Cohesion, Active-Recreational

orientation, rndependence, MoraJ--Rerigious orientation,
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Family Environment Subscales as predictors
of Psychosocial Development

Psychosocial
Scal-e

FES
Subscale

model-
R

p<

TOTAL P

Cohesion
Active
Intelec.
Moral-
Indep.
Express.

1.0
1.9
1.3
L.6
1.6
l_ .5

.L2

.15

.L7

.19

.20

.2L

.0001

.0001_

.0031

.0109

.0068

.03s7

TOTAL R

Cohes ion
Active
Indep.
Moral-
Express

3.3
3"7
4.8
2.7
2.7

.77

.20

. ¿J

.2s

.26

.0001

.0001

.0006

.0046

.0243

TOTAL N

Cohesion -1. B

Indep. -2.8
Conf lict l- .5
Active -2.1

.16

.19
"2t
.23

.0001

.0001
" 0019
.0039

x = .05
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and Expressiveness subscai-es of the FES \¡/ere

significant predictors of Total R. Higher l-evel_s of
famiJ-y cohesion, activity, independence, moral-

religious f ocus, and expressiveness \¡/ere associated

with better resolution of the psychosocial_ stages.

Together these variables accounted for 26?" of the

variance in Total R scores.

Total N. The Cohesion, Independence, Conflict and

Active-recreational orientation subscales of the FES

were significant predictors of Total N. Lower levels of

family cohesion, independence and active-recreational
orientation, and higher Ievel-s of family conflict were

associated with negative psychosocial development"

Together these variables accounted for 23å of the

variance in Total N scores.

Hypothesis 2

The second hypothesis predicted that, overall,
greater family hardiness would predict better family

functioning. SpecificalIy, it predicted that
(a) Higher leve1s of family Commitment, Confidence, and

Chal-lenge as measured by the FHf would be predictive of

posit5-ve psychosocial development as measured by Tota1

P on the MPD.
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(b) Higher l-evers of famiry confidence and charlenge as

measured by the FHr wourd be predi-ctive of positive
resolution of psychosocial developmental- issues as

measured by Total R on the MpD.

(c) Lower level_s of family Commitment, Confidence,

charlenge, and contro] as measured by the FHr wour-d be

predictive of negative psychosocial_ development as

measured by fotal N on the MpD.

Multiple Regression Analyses were used to test
this hypothesis as well for the three MpD summary

scores: Total P, Total R and Total_ N" The four Family

Hardiness Index subscales, namely, Commitment,

Confidence, Challenge, and Control served as the

independent variabl-es. The three Measures of
Psychosocial- Development summary scores, Total

Positive, Total Negative and Totar Resolution served as

the dependent variables.

The stepwise selection procedure was again chosen

because of its appropriateness for use in model_-

building studies and its useful-ness in predicting which

subset of the independent variables account for the

most variance in the dependent variables. The alpha

level for each stepwise regression was .20.
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Total- P. The charrenge and confidence subscales

of the FHI were significant predictors of Total p.

Higher l-eveÌs of fami]y ber-ief in their ability to rise
to life's chal-renges and confidence in themserves \¡/ere

associated with positive psychosocial development.

Together these variabl_es accounted for 1BB of the

variance in positive psychosocial- development in the
sampres. Table 3 presents the FHr subscares that were

significant predictors of Total- p I Totar R/ and lotar N

with their beta val_ues and significance levels.
Total- R. The Confidence, Challenge and Control

subscal-es of the FHr were significant predictors of
Total R. Higher l_evels of family confidence in the
future and their abilities, their ability to rise to
challenges, and thej_r sense of being in control of
family Iife were associated with good resolution of
psychosocial- issues. Together these variables
accounted for 322 of the variance in resolution of
developmental issues in the samples

Total N" The Confidence, ChaIJ_enge and Control

subscales of the FHI were significant predictors of
Total- N. Lower levels of family endurance and

confidence in planning their future; lower levels of
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as Predictors of

Psychosoc
Scale Subscale

model
R

TOTAL P

Chal-lenge
Confidence

2.6
2.1

15
1B

.0001

.0001

TOTAL R

Confidence
Challenge
Control-

6.9
4.9
2.9

.25

.30

.31

.0001

.0001

.0I62

TOTAL N

Confidence
Challenge
Control

-5. 0

-2.2
-2 .7

.29

.31

.33

.0001

.0001

.0044

x = .05
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abirity to rise to life's challenges and l-ess tendency

to feer in control- of famiry life were associated with
negative psychosocial development. Together these

variables accounted for 33t of the variance in negative
psychosocial development .

Hvpothesis 3

The third hypothesis predicted that mal_es and

females wouÌd differ on two specific subscar-es of the

Measures of Psychosocial- DeveJ_opment: Identity vs

Identity Confusion and Intimacy vs Isolation. Two

Analysis of Variance Tests (ANOVAs) were employed to
test this hypothesis. Analysis of Variance Tests

compare two or more group means to determine whether

there are reliable differences between the groups on a
particular variable. fn these anal-yses subject gender

was the independent variable and the two Measures of
Psychosocial Development subscale scores were the

dependent variables.

Identitv vs Identity Confusion. No differences were

found between mal-es and females on this subscale (F(1,

384) = .29, p< .59). Table 3 presents the mean scores

for males and females on the Identity and Intimacy

subscales of the MPD
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rntimacv vs rso]ation. A significant difference v/as

f ound between mal-es and f emares on this subscar-e. The

women v/ere found to have higher level-s of intimacy than
\dere the men (F ( 1, 384 ) = 30.52, p( .0001) .

Exploratory Analyses

Exploratory Analysis 1

The first area of exploratory analysis focused on

ascertaining whether gender differences were evident on

other subscales of the Measures of psychosocial_

Development. Erikson's theory postulates that while
issues rel-ated to identity and intimacy wour-d be most

sal-ient to young adul-ts, ear]-ier versions of the rater
stage issues would arso be evident. A series of ANovAs

were conducted with subject gender as the independent

variabl-es and mean scores on each of the remaining

positive, negative and resolution MpD subscale scores

as the dependent variabl_es. On the positive scales

gender differences \^¡ere found on p2 (Autonomy)

(F(1,384) = 6.03, p(.0i.), and p7 (Generativity)
(F(1r384) = lL"74t p<.0007). Males \lrere higher in
autonomy and femal-es were higher in generativity. On

the negative scales gender differences \¡/ere found on N6

(Isolation) (F(1,384) = 7 "26, p(.0074) | and N7
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Table 4 ANOVA for Comparison of Male and Female
Group Scores on the Identity and Intimacy
Subscal_es of the MpD

MPD Subscal-e Mean Mean F <p
Male Female

P5 Identity

N5 Identity
Confusion

R5 Identity vs 6. B

Tdentity Confusion

P6 Intimacy

N6 Isol-ation

L7 .6 17 .4 .29 .59

10.8 9.9 2.64 .11

7.5 .51 .47

LB.2 20. B 30.52 .0001****

11.1 9.6 7 .26 .007 **

R6 Intimacy vs 7 .I L1.2 19. 14 .0001****
I solation

* p<.05
*tr p< . 01*** p< .001**** p<.0001
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(Stagnation) (F(1/384) = L4.96t p<.0001). Ma]es

obtaj-ned scores indicating a higher l-evel of isol_ation
and stagnation than did the f emal_es. on the resol-ution
scales gender differences \^/ere found on R2 (Autonomy vs

Shame & Doubt) (F( 1 t3B4) = 6.68, p( . 01 ) , and R7

(Generativity vs Stagnation) (F(l_/384) = ZI.30l
p<.0001). Males demonstrated better resol_ution of
Autonomy vs Shame & Doubt whil-e females demonstrated

better resolution of Generativity vs stagnation. Table

5 presents the ANovA resurts'for males and females on

the positive, negative, and resorution subscares of the
MPD.

Exploratory Analysis 2

The second area of expJ-oratory anarysis further
examined participants' intimacy levers in rel_ation to
their invol-vement in an intimate relationship. A series
of ANovAs \¡/ere conducted with respondents' responses to
the question: "Are you currently involved. in an

intimate relationship? " as the independent variable and

mean scores on the Intimacy subscal_e (p6), the
rsoration subscale (N6), and the Tntimacy vs rsolation
subscal-e (R6) of the MpD as the dependent variabl-es.

Significant differences were found between
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Table 5: ANOVA f or Comparison of Male and Femal_e
Group Scores on the Measures of psychosocial
Development Scales

MPD Subscal-e Mean Mean F <p
MaIe Female

POSITIVE
SCALES

P3 Initiative 17 .0 L6.2 3.11 .08

P1 Trust

P2 Autonomy

P4 Industry

P5 Identity

P6 Intimacy

L9.4 19.8 .86 .3s

19.6 18.5 6.03 .01**

L9.9 20.0 .01 .93

71 .6 !7 .4 .29 .59

IB.2 20.8 30.52 .0001****

P7 Generativity 14.8 16.3 IL,74 .0007**

PB Ego Integrity 16.4 17. O I "78 .18

o p< .05 *** p< .001** p< .01 **** p<.0001
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ANOVA for Comparison of Male and Female
Group Scores on the Measures of psychosocial
DeveJ-opment Scal_es

MPD Subscale Mean
Male

Mean
Femal-e

<p

NEGATIVE
SCALES

Nl- Distrust

N2 Shame & Doubt

N3 Guilt

N4 Inferiority

N5 Identity
Confusion

N6 Isol-ation

N7 Stagnation

NB Despair

10.0

11.s

I0 .7

B.B

10. B

11.1

8.6

7.4

12 .3

10.1

9.7

8.8

9.9

9.6

7.0

6.9

.35 55

3.14 .08

2.06 .15

.02

2 .64

7.26

1,4 "96

1.16

.90

.11

.007**

" 0001****

.28

* p< .05
p< .01

***
**** " 001

.0001
p<
p<
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Table 5: ANOVA f or Comparj_son of Male and Femal-e
Group Scores on the Measures of psychosocial
Development Scales

MPD Subscale Mean Mean F <p
MaIe Femal-e

RESOLUTION
SCALES

R1 Trust vs 9 .4 10 . 1 .73 .39
Mistrust

R2 Autonomy vs 8.1 6.1 6.68 . O1**
Shame & Doubt

R3 Initiative vs 6.3 6.1 .07 .79
Guilt

R4 Industry vs 71.2 I1,,2 .00 .98
Inferiority

R5 rdentity vs 6.8 7 .S .51 .47
Identity Confusion

R6 Intimacy vs 7 .L 7:-.2 19. 14 ,0001****
I solation

R7 Generativity vs 6.2 9.3 21.30 .0001****
Stagnation

R7 Ego rntegriì,y vs 9.0 10.1 . B .18
Despair

o p<"05** p<.01
*** p<.001**** p<.0001
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participants involved in an intimate rerationship and

those not involved on each of the subscales regardl_ess

of subject gender. Ma]es and femares involved in an

i-ntimate rel-ationship obtained higher rntimacy (p6)

scores than did those not involved in such

rel-ationships (F(1,382) = 14.83, p<.0001). They also
obtained higher resol-ution of rntimacy vs rsoration
scores (R6) (F(1/382) = \4.94t p<.0001). Those

participants not involved in intimate relationships
obtained higher rsoration (N6) scores than did those

invol-ved in such rel-ationships (F(1,382) = 14.g4l
p<.0001). There \Mere significant gender effects on

these subscal-es as reported in Hypothesis 3 and

Exploratory Analysis 1 above; no interaction effects
between participant gender and their invol-vement in
intimate relationships were found. Figure 2 irlustrates
the rerationship between involvement in an intimate
relationship and intimacy, isoÌation and resol-ution of
the two for f emal_es and ma1es.

Exploratorv Analvsis 3

The third area of exploratory analysis focused on

the association between participants' identity
achievement and intimacy rever. pearson product-moment
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mean scores for male and females onisolation subscales of the MpD.
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relationship and
the intimacy and

22.0
Mean 21.0
Score on 20.0
Intimacy 19.0

Scale 18.0

17.0

No Yes

Involvement in an lntimate Relationship

(21.6)

(1e.7)
_"(19.2)

(17 .21

(ll.s)_
(10.e)

12.0
Mean 11.0

Score on 10.0
Isolation 9.0

8.0

No Yes

Involvement in an lntimate Relationship

Mean
Score on
Intimacy vs
Isolation

14.0

12.0

10.0

8.0

6.0
40

No

lnvolement in an

(13.1)

Yes

lntimate Relationship

Female
Male
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correration coefficients were cal-cul-ated between mean

scores on the rdentity (p5) subscare and means scores

on the rntimacy (P6) subscal-es. correration provides a

measure of association between related variabl-es when

neither has been manipurated and inferences regard.ing

causality are not required (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983).

The correl-ations were carcul-ated separatery for females

and males. For females there was a moderate positive
correl-ation between identity and intimacy (r = .49,
p<.0001). For mal-es there wâs also a moderate positive
correl-ation between these two variables (r = .56,

p< .0001 ) .

Àn additional ad hoc analysis was conducted to
determine whether gender differences were evident on

the FES and FHI subscale scores " An ANOVA indicated
that significant differences \¡rere evident on 5

subscal-es. MaIes reported higher leveLs of family
Achievement. Orientation (F (1, 384) = 5.05, p( .05)

while females reported higher l_evels of the other four
variables: Intellectual--Cultural Orientation (F (L,

384) = 6.0, p< .05); Challenge (F (1,384) = 5.i-6, p<

.05); Co-oriented Commitment (F (1, 380) = 4.39, p<

.05); and Control- (F (L, 383) = 4.54, p( .05.
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Discuss ion

Hypothesis 1

In the first hypothesis it was predicted that
subjects' perceptions of their famiries' environment

would be predictive of their achievement of their
psychosocial developmental tasks. ft was also
predicted that a healthier family environment wourd

predict better subject psychosocial deveJ_opment.

specific predictions concerning those aspects of famiry
environment that would be most predictive of
psychosocial development achievement v/ere made.

Subjects' perceptions of their families'
environment were found to be predictive of their
psychosocial development. The specific aspects of
family environment hypothesized to be most predictive
of psychosocial- development were partially supported.

There was some variation between the subsets of famiJ-y

environment variables hypothesized to be the best

predictors of posiLive and negative psychosocial

development and successful- resolution of the

developmental stages and those found to be most

predictive.

Total P. Higher levels of family Cohesion,
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Active-Recreational and fntel-lectual-Cultural_

Orientation, Moral--Retigious Emphasis, Independ.ence,

and Expressiveness v/ere significant predictors of
positive psychosocial development. These findings
indicate that members who perceived their families in
the folrowing \^/ays had the most positive psychosocial_

deveJ-opment. The f amilies tended to be viewed as

supportive, affiriative and committed to each other.
They r^/ere arso seen as encouraging open communication,

assertiveness/ sel-f-sufficiency, and individuation in
their members. Further, the famiries were perceived as

enjoying shared interests in a variety of areas,

encouraging achievement, and having a history of
involvement in joint activities. The famiries were

al-so characterized by their members as emphasizing

ethical/religious issues and values.

Based on these findings it may be postul_ated that
families in which members experience feelings of
cl-oseness and affiliation, encouragement for their
individuation, and clear, open communication tend to
produce young adults who report optimal l_evels of
psychological health. This kind of family appears to
provide the type of environment in which their chirdren
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are able, overall, to achieve each of their
deveropmentar tasks from Basic Trust to rntegrity and

thus demonstrate good psychosocial adjustment.

Families who provide this type of healthy
environment woul-d thus tend to provide their children
with adequate leveIs of communicated l_ove and

encouragement of growth consistent with the child's
needs at each of his or her developmental stages. The

cumulative effect of this support of the child's
evo]ving needs is the young adult who, overal-l-, reports
positive feerings about him or hersel-f in many contexts
as welr as positive feelings about others and the worl-d

in general.

These findings were similar to those predicted,
but based on the findings of previous research it had

been predicted that organization rather than cohesion

and Moral-Religious Emphasis would be a significant
predictor of positive psychosocial development. The

present finding is consistent with the previous

findings, overarl, because cohesion and Morar--Rerigious

Emphasis are characteristics of the Rerationship and

Personal Growth Dimensions that were found in the

previous research to be the dimensions most rel-evant to
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psychosocial development. One possibte explanation for
the discrepancy is that there are unidentified
differences between the samples. The discrepancy does

not, however/ appear to be due to the incl_usion of

males in this sample. An ANOVA conducted with subject
gender as the independent variable and mean scores on

each FES subscale results did not detect gender

differences in l-evel- of Cohesion, MoraI-Religious

Emphasis, or Organization.

Total R. Higher Ìevels of Cohesion, Active-
Recreational- Orientation, Independence, MoraÌ-Religious

Emphasis and Expressiveness \^/ere predictive of better
resol-ution of the psychosocial issues. These findings

indicate that with the exception of Intellectual-
Cultural Orientation, the family characteristics
predi-ctive of positive psychosocial development were

al-so those predictive of better resolution of

developmental stage issues

These findings, again, point to the association

between 1) f eeJ-ings of af f il-iation between f amily

members through emotional- connection as well as

through shared activities and beJ-iefs; 2) the

encouragement to individuate, and 3) cl-ear, open
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communication and the psychosocial development of a

f amiJ-y's young adults.

The cumulative effect of this support of the
child's evolving needs through childhood and

adolescence appears to be the young adult who not only
reports more positive psychosocial development, but

also reports a healthy resolution of their
developmental tasks and good psychological adjustment.

These findings were similar to those predicted.
In this study, however, Independence and Moral-

Religious Emphasis rather than fntel_Iectual-Cultural
Orientation were significant predictors of healthy
resol-ution. One explanation for this discrepancy is
related to the fact that all of these factors are part
of same dimensions - the personal Growth Dimensions.

It may be that this area of famity functioning, taken

as a whole, is important to the resol_ution of
psychosocial tasks though there may be some differences
between samples concerning those specific factors that
are most important. Another possible expJ-anation is
that gender differences accounted for the difference
between samples. Because males were included in this
sample but not j-n the previous one, it may be that
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their rower reported l-ever on this variable contributed
to its loss of predictive po\¡/er in this study.

Total N. Lower l_evels of Cohesion, Independ.ence,

Active-Recreational- orientation, and higher levels of
Conflict were significant predictors of negative
psychosocial deveropment. These findings indicate that
members who perceived their families as l-ess supportive
and affiliative; as not encouraging individuation; as

not engaging in many famiJ-y-oriented activities; and as

characterized by more openly expressed anger and

conflict had poorer psychosocial development.

Families who provide this type of environment tend

not to provide their chirdren with adequate l-evel-s of
communicated love and encouragement of growth

consistent with the chird's needs at each of his or her

developmentar stages. The cumulative effect of this
lack of support of the child's evolving needs is the
young adult who, overal-l-, reports more negative than

positive feeli-ngs about him or hersel-f in many contexts

as wel-I as negative or pessimistic feelings about

others and the worl-d in general. This type of young

adu1t, therefore, reports less healthy psychosocial

development and therefore poorer psychologicat
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adjustment.

These findings were similar to those predicted.
In t.his study, however, Independence rather than

fnterrectual-cultural orientation was a significant
predictor of neg'ative psychosocial devel-opment. As was

the case for Total R, both these factors are part of
the Personal Growth Dimensions and therefore may

represent differences between samples concerning the

specific components of the dimensions that are most

important. rn particurar, gender differences between

the samples may be reflected in this di-fference due to
the l-ower mal-e reports of Intell-ectuaÌ-Cultural-
Orientation in their f ami_l-ies.

These findings, taken together, indicate that
subjects' psychosocial deveropment was rerated to their
perceptions of their families' functioning. Higher

levels of family Cohesion, Independ.ence, and Active-
Recreational- orientation were significant predictors of
both positive psychosocial- deveJ_opment and better
resol-ution of the psychosocial tasks. Lower levels of
these three famiJ-y environment characteristics \¡/ere

al-so sj-gnificant predictors of negative psychosocial

development.
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Higher levels of Moral_-Religious Orientation and

Expressiveness were arso significant predictors of both

positive psychosociar development and better resorution
of the deveropmentar tasks though fower levels of these

characteristics were not significant predictors of
negative psychosocial development. In addition, higher
level-s of famiJ-y rnteÌl-ectual-cultural- orientation were

predictive of positive psychosocial development and

higher l-evels of confrict were predictive of negative
psychosocj-aI development .

These findings corroborate those reported by other
studies that families with healthy environments - those

demonstrating some combination of high cohesion,

expressiveness, shared family activities and interests
suggesting a feel-ing of affiJ-iation, in combination

with }ow family conflict have a positive impact on

their members. Families high in Cohesion and Active-
Recreational Orientation and low in Conflict, for
example, have been found to be more egalitarian
(OlIendick, LaBerteaux, & Horne I I97B). Higher Ievels
of family Cohesion and Expressivêness and lower level-s

of family Conflict have also been associated with
higher self-esteem in adol-escents (Hirsch, Moos, &
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Reischl/ 1985).

The resul-ts also corroborate those of other

studies suggesting that perceptions of high level_s of

family conflict are associated with low l-evels of

satisfaction in family life and greater psychological

distress in family members. fn a study on the effects
of parental divorce on adolescents, for example, Dancy

and Handel ( 1980 | 7984 ) found that adolescents'

perceptions of high family conflict (in both intact and

divorced families ) were associated with their reports

of a tack of family cohesion, expressiveness,

organization, and religious emphasis. The adolescents

from families high in confl-ict al-so reported more

psychological impairment and less satisfaction with
their social lives (Dancy & Handel , L980 | l9B4; Woody

et. al., 1984). FamiJ-y environments high in conf lict
and l-ow j-n cohesion and expressiveness have also been

associated with hyperactivity and aggressiveness in
boys (McGee, lrliIliams, & Silva I 1984). Further, the

combination of high conflict and high life stress in
addition to low cohesion and recreational- orientation

in families has been associated with depressed mood in
junior high school- students (Friedrich, Reams, &
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Jacobs I L982).

Studies using the FES to assess family climate,
such as those cited above, have found rel-ationships
between specific aspects of famiry life and particul_ar

outcomes, such as hyperactivity or self-esteem. Level_

of cohesion and confrict appear to be of particul-ar
importance because they !üere consistentry related to
alr of these outcomes. The present study demonstrated

that these two family characteristics are al_so

predictive of more gJ-obal- psychosociar deveJ-opment as

well-.

The seven aspects of family environment found to
be most important to psychosocial_ development in the
present study are alI measures of the Relat,íonshí¡l

Dímensions (cohesion, Expressiveness, and conflict) and

the Personar Growth Dåmensíons ( rndependence, Active-
Recreational- Orientation, Moral-Religious Emphasis,

rnterrectual-culturar orientation) on the FES. The six
aspects of farnily environment found to be most rel-evant

to psychosocial_ deveJ_opment in the previous study land
hypothesized f or this study as wel_l ) were al-most

excl-usively measures of the Relat,íonshíp and personal

Growt,h Dímensíons as wel_l. The onl-y exception was
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organization, found in the previous research to be a

significant predictor of positive psychosocial

development.

rt appears then, that the most rerevant dimensions

of famiry envj-ronment to the psychosocial- deveropment

of the family's youth are those related to the qual_ity

of relationships between members and to the val-ue

placed on providing opportunities for members' growth.

The FES system Maínt,enance Dimensíon (organization and

control - the use of rules and procedures ) seems to be

of less importance to psychosocial development.

These results provide empirical support for the
position of family theorists such as Barnhirl ( 1979 )

and Skynner (1981) who have pointed out particular
characteristics that appear to be most relevant to
family functioning. They also suggest that certain of
these characteristics are particurarly J-mportant to
psychosocial deveJ-opment. Family feelings of
mutual-ity, opportunities for individuation, and open

com¡nunication appear to be those characteristics most

consistently related to healthier psychosocial

development and their converse to more probJ-ematic

development. The findings also suggest that generic
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family conf J-ict, a characteristic not specifica]-ty
del-ineated in many family theoriesr flay also be

important.

These findings have potential practical rel_evance

to therapists. whire a causal- rerationship between

these family environment variabres and psychosociar

development cannot be inferred, the findings suggest

that therapy designed to increase feerings of cl_oseness

and connection between family members, to encourage

opportunities for members' individuation, to improve

communication, and to reduce confrict may be associated
with hea]thy psychosocial development in their young

peopre. They al-so suggest that encouraging time spent

together as a family and the deveropment of shared

famiry interests may contribute to a family environment

that is associated with good psychosocj-ar development.

Hypothesis 2

ït was hypothesized that subjects' perceptions of
their families' hardiness (or stress-resistance and

durabirity) would be predictive of their achievement of
their psychosocial- developmentar- tasks and that higher
level-s of, family hardiness would predict better
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psychosocial development. Specific hypotheses

concerning those aspects of famiry hardiness that woul_d

be most predictive of the achievement of t.hese tasks

were made.

subjects' perceptions of their famiÌies' hardiness

v/ere found to be predictive of their psychosocial

development. The specific aspects of famiJ-y hardiness

hypothesized to be most predictive of psychosocial

development were partialJ-y supported. There was some

variation between the subsets of faniry hardiness

variabl-es found in previous research to be the best
predictors of positive and negative psychosocial

development and successful_ resolution of the

developmental stages and the subsets found in this
study.

Total- P. Higher levels of family Confidence and

Challenge \,vere significant predictors of positive
psychosocial development. These findings indicate that
members who perceived their famil-ies in the folrowing
\üays had the most positive psychosocial development.

The families tended to be charaCterized by their
members as having confidence in their abitities and in
the futurer âs finding life interesting and meaningful
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and as appreciative of each others' efforts. They were

also perceived as creative problem-solvers, active,
welcoming of nev/ experiences and abre to learn from

their experiences.

In this type of family, members likely develop a

sense of trust in themserves and others and a pervasive

sense of optimism about the future. rn addition, this
type of famiry wourd rikeJ-y herp their members develop

confidence in their abilities and support them in
feeling chalrenged rather than overwhelmed by the tasks

in each of the developmental- stages encountered.

Therefore chil-dren in this type of family would be

better abl-e to accompJ-ish their developmental tasks and

report more positive psychosocial development.

These findings \¡/ere simil_ar to those predicted.
In this study, however, family Co-oriented Commitment,

or sense of members' dependability and co-operation,

was not a significant predictor of positive
psychosocial deveropment as it had been j-n the previous

research.

One possible explanation for the discrepancy is
that there was a significant difference between mar-es'

and females' perceptions of their families, level of
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co-oriented commitment with females reporting higher
levers of the characteristic. The incr-usion of males

in this sample, therefore, may have contributed to the
decrease in importance of this variabre in the present

study.

Total R. Higher l-evels of family Confidence,

Challenge, and a sense of family Control_ u¡ere

significant predictors of betLer resol_ution of the
psychosocial issues. These findings indicate the two

factors predictive of positive psychosocial development

(Confidence and Challenge) al_so predicted better
resolution of developmental_ tasks. In addition,
however, a higher level of family Control was al-so

important. This was the sense that the family was in
control- of famiJ-y life rather than undury influenced by

outside events and circumstances.

These findings u/ere simi1ar to those predicted.
It had not been predicted, however, that family Control
would be a significant predictor of healthy resol-ution

as it was found to be. This discrepancy cannot be

explained by the incl_usion of males in this sample. A

gender difference was evident but the femal-es reported
the higher scores. rf control was generarly predictive
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of better resol-ution of psychosocial tasks for women,

we would expect that the sample made up solery of women

woul-d identify contror as a predictive variabl-e. This

was not the case. The difference may be due, then, Lo

other, unidentif ied variabl_es.

Total- N. Lower levels of Confidence, Challenge,

and Control were significant predictors of negative
psychosocial deve]-opment. These findings indicate that
members who perceived their families as demonstrating

characteristics opposite to those predictive of better
resorution of developmental- tasks had more problematic

psychosocial development. They saw their families as

Iacking confidence in their abil_ities and in the

future, âs finding l-ife uninteresting and J_acking

meaning and as unappreciative of each others' efforts.
The families were also perceived by their members as

having difficulty solving problems¡ âs being less

activer âs tending to be more threatened than

chal-lenged by nev¡ experiences and as having more

difficulty learning from their experiences. In

addition, they v/ere seen to be excessively infl_uenced

by events and influences over which they felt they had

l-ittle control.
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In this type of family, members likeJ_y develop a

sense of mistrust in themselves and others and a sense

of pessimism about the future and their ability to cope

with future events. This type of famity would

therefore be unlikeJ-y to help their members develop

confidence in their abilities. Members courd therefore
feer overwhermed by charJ-enges and by the tasks in each

of the developmental stages encountered.. In addition,
a family that did not feel in control of its destiny,
but rather undul-y infruenced by external forces wour-d

likely have members who felt insecure and anxious about

the present and future. Children in this type of
family woul-d tend, overaÌJ_, not to develop the

confidence necessary to accompJ-ish their developmental-

tasks and would thus demonstrate poorer psychosocj_al_

development and less heal_thy psychological adjustrnent.

These findings were similar to those predicted.

It had been predicted, however, that Co-oriented

Commitment would al-so be a significant predictor of
negative psychosocial- development. In the present

study, however, this variabl-e was not a significant
predictor of negative psychosocial development. This

difference may be explained by gender differences
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between samples. The females in this sample, as a

group/ reported higher l-evels of co-oriented commitment

than did the mares. rf this variable is more predictive
of negative psychosocial development for women the we

woul-d expect that it would be a more powerful predictor
in an alI-female sample.

These findings, taken together, indicate that
subjects' psychosociar deveropment was related to their
perceptions of their famil_ies' functioning. Higher

l-evels of family Confidence and Challenge \¡/ere

significant predictors of both pos5-tive psychosocial_

development and better resolution of the psychosocial_

tasks. In addition, the latter was al_so predicted by

higher level-s of f amiJ-y Control. Lower levels of these

three characteristics were found to be significant
predictors of negative psychosocial development.

These findings as wel-l provide further empirical

support for the position that family characteristics
have an impact on the development of youth in the

family" Families who find life interesting and

meaningfuJ- and have confidence in the future; who are

active, creative problem-solvers, challenged by life;
who feel- that they control- their family tife rather
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than see themsel-ves as shaped by outside events and

circumstances, tend to have young adul_ts who report
good psychosocial- development and better resolution of

developmental- issues. Young adul_t members who report
poor psychosocial development and poor resolution of

developmental- issues tend to perceive their families as

demonstrating the opposite attitudes.
These findings al-so have potential practical

relevance to farnily therapists. They suggest that
therapy that assists a family to feel a greater sense

of confidence in themselves and theír ability to solve

probJ-ems may assist members in their psychosocial

development. In fact, the process of therapy itself
seems to provide a unique opportunity in which family

members can experience themselves as actively working

to solve their problems. Experiencing success in this
endeavour may, through the process itself, assist the

family to develop a greater degree of hardiness.

Hypothesis 3

The third hypothesis pred5-cted that males and

females would differ in their achievement of

developmental tasks related to identity and intimacy.

Males and femal-es differed in their achievement of
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intimacy with females reporting higher levels of
intimacy and resorution of intimacy versus isoration
and mai-es reporting higher l_evel_s of isolation. No

gender differences were detected in the achievement of
the identity dimension.

The finding that females and males differed in
their achievement of intimacy provides support for the

suggestion made by theorists such as Miller (L976) and

Gilligan (1982) that Erikson's theory of psychosocial

deveJ-opment does not fit mal-es and females equaÌly
well. Erikson's theory would predict that following
the establ-ishment of identity, which both males and

females in this sampJ_e have achieved to the same

degreer ân individual seeks intimacy with another. In

thi-s study, the females as a group, d.emonstrated a

higher level of intimacy than did the males as a group.

Thus, in the establishment of 5-ntimacy males ung

females appear to be fol_lowing somewhat different
paths.

The young women in this sampÌe hrere more 1ikeJ_y to
indicate that they were able to enter into and enjoy

close rel-ationships with others than \^/ere the young

men. More women than men also indj-cated that they were
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invol-ved in intimate rerationships. Further, the women

were more likery t.o have achieved a healthy barance

between sharing themsel-ves with others and maintaining
their identities in the rel-ationship. The youngi men

were more likely to indicate that they felt alone,

isolated and alienated and that they had difficutty
entering into cl-ose relationships with others.

The question that arises, however, is whether the

fema1es studied are following the sequence of stages

proposed by Erikson or whether their deveJ_opment is
different than Erikson proposed. It may be that the
females are moving through the psychosociar stages in
the sequence Erikson proposed but have accomplished the
tasks associated with intimacy more quickry than have

the males studied.

Alternatively, it may be that the young women are

f ol-Iowing a dif f erent deveÌopmental path. It coul_d be

as Gilligan ( 1982 ) suggested, that for women the

development of identity and intimacy are fused and not

sequentiar. The findings are consistent with the view

that \¡/omen develop their capabilities and sel_f

knowJ-edge - their identity - within the context of
intimacy. It coul-d also be, as Miller (L976)
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postulated, that the intimacy suggested by being ,'in

relationship" precedes the development of identity in
\¡/omen/ as wel_l as the accomplishment of earl-ier
developmental tasks such as initiative and industry.

The finding that males and femal_es did not differ
in their accomplishment of identity provides support

for Erikson's assertion that the establishment of
individual identity is the task of adol_escence

regardless of one's gender. For. males, this finding
also provides support for Erikson's view that the

establ-ishment of identity is the precursor to the

establ-ishment of intimacy. For females, however,

Erikson's view is not cJ-earJ-y supported. Vühile the

establj-shment of identity may indeed precede the

achievement of intimacy, for young women there are

other possible explanations as wel1. The tasks

associated with intimacy may be accomplished at an

earl-ier point in development as girls remain

relationaJ-Iy connected to important others in their
lives while they simul-taneously accomplish earl-ier
stage tasks. Al-ternatively, girJ_s may develop their
id.entities while simultaneously establishing intimacy

with others. Thus, through the establ-ishment of close
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and their experiences of

women may be also be defining

The finding that mal_es and females demonstrated

equalry good identity deveropment, would not have been

predicted by Marcia (1980) who identified gender

differences in dealing with identity issues. Gender

differences in the accompJ-ishment of identity-rerated
tasks \rere al-so predicted in the present study. The

finding that this group as a whole evidenced

accomplishment of identity-rel-ated tasks might arso be

due in large part, for both genders, to idiosyncratic
characteristics of the sampre. Erikson bel-ieved that
occupational- identity was the most important aspect of
ego-identity. It is possible that in this university
sample both males and femal-es tend to perceive

themselves as moving toward careers and therefore have

established a firm sense of identity in this regard.

In other samples, with young adults not attending

university for example, and. perhaps not as firmJ_y on

route to an occupational identity, there may be greater

variability in the achievement of tasks related to this
stage for both genders.
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Exploratory Analysis 1

ït was expected that gender differences would be

evident in the accomplishment of specific psychosocial-

stages. Exploratory anal_yses reveal_ed gender

differences in psychosocial devel-opment in the areas of
Autonomy and Shame & Doubt, and Generativity and

Stagnation.

Autónomv and Shame & Doubt. The finding that
males as a group obtained higher scores than did the
females in the accomplishment of tasks rel_ated to
autonomy is interesting in right of Erikson's assertion
that the development of autonomy is the precursor to
ego-identity in adol_escence. Since there were no

gender differences detected with identity, one would

expect, given Erikson's formuJ_ation, that there would

similarly be no gender differences evident on the

autonomy dimension. In this instance as we]l_ then,

Erikson's model does not seem to fit the experience of
femares to the same degree that it does that of males.

For femaÌes, autonomy does not appear to be the
precursor to identity that it is for mal_es. It may be

insteadr âs suggested by the ',seIf-in-reIation,, model_

of women's development, that women do not disconnect
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from important others in their rives to the same degree

as men do as they complete successive developmental_

tasks.

Generativitv and Stagnation. The finding that
femai-es obtained higher scores on the measure of
generativity in addition to their higher intimacy
scores points to the conceptuar rink Erikson postulated
between intimacy and generativity. Erikson berieved

that the ability to be intimate was the basis for
developing strong relationships with partners and

chirdren, nurturing the next generation, and broadening

one's focus of concern outward to the societar ]ever.
ït appears that the femal-es in this study \Mere better
abre to achieve the tasks related to both intimacy and

generativity.

The finding al-so provides support for the seÌf-
in -relation model of women's development. The view

that girls and women grow and learn through their
connections with others sugg,ests that they are ]ikery
predisposed at an earlier age to looking outside of
themselves - to other people, and. perhaps to broader

issues in the community as werr. rt also suggests that
hromen (at an earlier age) could tend to derive greater
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feelings of satisfaction from their relational
involvement with others and issues outside of
themsel-ves. Èurt.her, it suggests that women are

social-ized to care more for others and that this caring
may also become translated into a higher level of

social concern.

The finding that the males in the sample obtained

higher scores on the measure of stagnation aga5-n

provides support for the conceptual link between

intimacy (or isolation) and generativity (or
stagnation) because the males also obtained lower

intimacy scores than did the f emal-es. rt al-so suggests

that the males in this sample may be feeling
disconnected to others both at a personal as wel-r as at
a societal level-.

Exploratory Anal-ysis 2

This exploratory analysis revealed that for both

males and females, involvement in an intimate
rel-ationship was associated with greater feeJ-ings of
intimacy, less feelings of isolation and better
resolution of the issues rel_ated to Intimacy versus

Isolation. Whil-e the females demonstrated higher

level-s of intimacy and lower l-eve1s of isolation
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whether they v/ere involved in a relationship or not,

this finding also suggests that for both men and women,

invol-vement in a cl-ose relationship with another person

is associated with the successful accomplishment of
this developmental- stage.

Exploratory Analysis 3

This exploratory analysis revealed that for both

mal-es and females, higher levels of identity
deveJ-opment were associated with higher levels of

intimacy. For maIes, this finding supports Erikson's

contention that intimacy follows from the achievement

of identity. Those young men who have achieved

identity then engage in their next deveJ_opmental task,
Lhe establishment of an important, close rel-ationship

with another person. The finding suggests that the

process may be the same for women as weIl.

However, the findings that women, overall, had

higher levels of intimacy and that more women than men

were involved in intimate relationshi-ps suggests that
the issue may be more complex. It may be, for exampJ-e,

that involvement i-n an intimate relationship is a

mediating variable that influences male and female

intimacy l-evel-s. It may also be that involvement in an
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intimate relationship influences the development of
identity in both young women and young men" This

question and others related to the processes of

intimacy and identity deveJ-opment in males and femal_es

would be fascinating subjects for further research.

Summary

The resul-ts of this study indicated that specific
dimensions of family environment and family hardiness

were predictive of psychosocial development in young

adul-ts. They also indicated that mal_es and f emal-es

differ in their achievement of psychosocial tasks

related to Autonomy versus Shame & Doubt, Intimacy

versus Isolation, and Generativity versus Stagnation.

Based on these findings it appears that Erikson,s

theory of psychosocial deveJ_opment may not be equally

applicable to the experiences of men and women. This

is true particularly in the relationship between the

establishment of ego-identity and the achievement of

intimacy. It appears that Erikson's theory is more

applicable to male development than it is to female

development. Further, it appearsr ês GitJ-igan (1982)

and Mil-Ier (7976) have suggested, that a theory of
female development must take into account the
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relational aspects of women's experience. The young

women reported higher l-evels of both intimacy and

generativity t.han did their mal-e counterparts. This

suggests that these vÍomen are accomplishing these

developmental- tasks at a different rate than are the

men. These findings suggest that there may be factors
related to the relational nature of these tasks that
are important to explaining these differences.
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Limitations
The primary limitation of this study concerns

external- validity, the extent to which the resul-ts can

be generalized or extended to people, settings, times,

measurements and characteristics other than those used

in this particular research arrangement (Kazdin | 1gg2).

First, concerning the sample characteristics,
university students \¡/ere the only participants in the

study. The age of the subjects was appropriate for the

study of psychosocial- tasks related to identity and

intimacy. However, the sample did not include 18-24

year ol-ds not attending university and therefore the

general-izability of the findings is restricted to

university students. Young adul-ts not attending

universi-ty could generate different findings regarding

their identity formation, their invol-vement in intimate

relationships and their intimacy level.
Characteristics of the measurement tools may also

linit generalizability of the findings. Self-report
measures have been criticized because of potential

biases on the part of the subject and l-ack of evidence

that the measure adequately assesses the

characteristics of concern (Kazdin, 1992) This study
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attempted to rninimize possibre subject distortion by

having subjects complete the measures under cond.itions

of anonymity. Measures with demonstrated varidity and

reriability were arso used to minimize the possibility
that the characteristics of concern $/ere not adequatery

assessed. In addition, the use of two family
functioning measures and theoretically compatible

subscares on the psychosociar development measure that
provide comprementary resurts arlows us to have greater
confidence that the measures assess what they were

intended to assess. Nonetheress/ the generalizabiJ_ity

of these findings are Limited to self-reported
perceptions of family functioning and psychosocial

development.

Directions for Future Research

The present study has raised a number of questions

concerning the applicability of Erikson.'s theory of
psychosocial deveropment to women's development. one

method of further investigating the relevance of this
mod.el for women would be to assess the psychosocial

d.evelopment of mares and femar-es at different ages and

within non-academic settings. Longitudinal or cross-

sectional- research would be particularry helpfut to
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derineating precisery where the differences in identity
development and intimacy originate.

Future research shoul-d al_so be directed toward

operationalizing and testing the self-in-rel-ation model

of women's development. The present findings provide

support for the theoretical position that the

rel-ational- context is of particular importance to
understanding gender differences in psychosocial

development. To date, however, only qualitative
research using an interview format has been used to
study this model-. Further empirical research is
required to test the sel-f-in relation model_ before it
can be offered as an alternate model of personality
development.
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Demographic Informat,ion Ouest,ionnaíre

YRS " GEHDER: F ML.

3.

AGE:

ET}TN€'TCITY

Caucasian
Negro
Asian
Hispanic
Aboriginal
Other

FAMTLY

a. Are
one )

you still-

Yes

SOCTO-ECOBüOMTC STåTUS OF
YOUR FAMTLY:

< 15, 000
15-25,000
25-35 / 000
35-45,000
55-65,000
> 65r000

living with your parents? (Check

No

Á"

5.

b. Are your parents: Living together _
Separated
Drvorceci
Other

Are you currently involved in an intimate
rel-ationship?

Yes No

6 " Which is most important to you right now?

Success in your relationships

Your accomplishments

Have you decided what you want to do with your life?
Yes No

B. Do you feel that you have been through a critical-
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decision - making period deciding what you want to
do with your life?

Yes No

If you answered yES to euestion B above:

9. Did this decision-making process create conflict
with your parents?

Yes No

Yes No

If you answered yES to euestion 9:

10. Was this confÌict upsetting for you?

Yes No

11. Have you made a commitment to particul-ar beriefs
(..9 religious, ideological, moral) that are
important to you?
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A,pglendíx B
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FamíIy ltardíness Index

PIease read each statement below and decide to
what degree it describes your famiry. rs the statement

Fa1se = l-
Most,Iy False = 2
Mostly True = 3

Tot,ally True = 4
Þ{ot, åpplícable = 5

about your family? Indicate a number 1-5 on theattached computer sheet to match your feelings about
each statement.

In our family

1 . Trouble resul-ts f rom mistakes we make.

2. It is not wise to plan ahead and hope becausethings do not turn out anyv/ay.

3. our work and efforts are not appreciated no matter
how hard we try and work.

4 " In the long run, the bad things that happen to us
are balanced by the good things that hapþen.

5. We have a sense of being strong even when we facebig problems

6. Many times I feel I can trust that even indifficult times that things wiII work out.
7. Whil-e we don't always agreer wê can count on eachother to stand by us in tj_mes of trouble.
B. We do not feel_ we can survive if another problem

hits us.

9, We believe that things will work out for the
better if we work together as a family.

10. Life seems dull and meaningless.



11.

12.

13.

We strive
what.

I,rThen our
exciting

We listen
fears.
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together and help each other no matter

f3lify plans activities, we try new andthings.

to each others' problems, hurts, and

14. Wq tend to do the same things over End overit's boring.

15. we seem to encourage each other to try new thingsand experiences.

16. rt is better to stay at home than go out and dothings with others.

L7. Being active and learning new things are
encouraged.

18. We work together to solve problems.

l-9. Most of the unhappy things that happen are due tobad luck.

20. we real-ize our rives are controlled by accidentsand luck.
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Hi, my name is paula Battle and f am a Master'sstudent in Psychorog-y. r'm doing my masters thesis onuniversi-ty students and r need a-raige number of menand women between the ages of 18 and 24 onJ_y toparticipate. T!. study is call-ed ,,Kingston,, and itwirl Ìook at university students' percãptions, feelingsand attitudes about rhemserves, thèir fämirieå, riiã---events such as physical and sexual assaul-t andinterpersonal- rerationships. r am i-nterested in both
mal-e and female perceptions about these topics.

Participation would invol-ve completing a number ofquestionnaires. rt wourd take approximateÍy 2 hoursand it wou]d give you 2 of the z- þoints you are able toearl.toward your final grade by participãting instudies. Alr responses to the questionnaireõ areconfidential and anonymous -.you woul_d not put your nameor student number on any of the sheets. we wouta rikethose of you who would rike to participate, to compretethe questionnai-res in groups of about ?0 during thäweeks of september 20 and 27. we have booked loo FAfrom 2:30 to 4:30 Monday to Thursday of those two weeksfor this purpose.

During your class today we will circulate BcJ-ipboards. The purple oneé are for women to sign upin and the green oneè are for the men to sign.rp-in.'
Two of the purpre ones are marked week of sõpt. 20thand two are marked week of Sept 27. The samè is trueof the green ones. This is tó faciritate the bindersbeing circulated. vrlhat you should do is decide whatdays (Monday to Thursday) you wourd be free between
2230 and 4:30 and l-ook for that cripboard to come pastyou (purple-women and green-men). rnside the bindäryou wiJ-I find the specific day" FiIl in your name,phone number and student numbér and take Lhe remindertab with you. we will fill in the other bubbres. Then
come to FA 100 on the date you have picked. prease
send al-l the binders down to the front of the class
when they have been around to everyone.

rf you can only come on a particular day and al_lt!" spaces for that day are filled, please sþeak to oneof us at the end of this cl-ass when we come back to
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pick up the cripboards. And one rast encouragement toparticipate in t.his experiment. 1) We'd realÍy likeyour input and 2 ) sometimes students put offparticipating and think they wil-l become invol-ved l_aterin the term-- this way you riff already have 2 marks bythe end of the month, and sometimes thère are other
restrictions in studies - i. e \¡/omen or men onry and you
may not have as many studies to choose from as you
thought you wouId. Thanks. Any questions?
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CONSENT FORM

This is q study examining university students,perceptions, feelings, and attitudes aboùt famiry life,interpersonal- relationships, and rife events such assexual.and physicat assault. Should you agree toparticipate in this study you wirl be- askeã to compretea series _of questionnaires pertaining to the topic-smentioned. The compretion of the questionnaireã wilrtake approximately 2 hours and you will receive 2experimentar credits. you may withdraw your consent atany time without penarty. pl-ease be assured that your
responses will be kept strictly confidential

- 
Your signature bel_ow indicates your consent toparticipate in this study.

Participant' s Signature Date
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FEEDBACK

The purpose of the study you have just participated
in, is to examine those family characteristics which have
the greatest impact on the psychosocj_a1 development of
young adults. fn Erik Erickson's conceptualization,
deveJ-opment fol-l-ows a particul-ar seguence and is affected
by an indivj-dual's resolution of partj-cular psychosocial
tasks. This resoluti-on is inf l-uenced decisions one makes
and by significant others in an individual's environment.
We are most interested in those characteristics of
families which most greatly affect the accomplishment of
the tasks Erikson has delineated.

Another area of interest is whether males and
females accomplish all these tasks in the same order.
While Erikson has proposed that the establishment of
identity must precede intimacy, there is a growing body
of literature which suggests that for women at least,
intimacy may precede or be fused with the deveJ-opment of
identity. The study will also examine this issue.

At the completion of the study/ genera.I summary of
the results wil-l be available at Rm 106 Fletcher Argue.
Your participation in this study was greatly appreciated.
Thankyou.


